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Baptist Leader Says
Halt Probe On KKK
Dr. Joseph II. Jackson, presi-
dent of one of the largest Ne•
gro organizations in the w:-,r1d,
the National Baptist Conven-
tion, USA, Inc., shocked thou-
/Wands of his followers last week
When he crlled for the House
Un-American Activities Com-
mittee to halt its investigation
of the Ku Klux Klan and de-
vote its time to an investigation
of communism in the United
States.
The Baptist leader reported-
ly made his statement in an
address given at the East Mis-
sissippi State Convention in
session at Waynesboro, Miss.
Dr. Jackson said that the
Committee "knows, or should
know, that the Klan is a child
of American indifference to
segregation."
He was reported to have said
that the investigation was a
"smokescreen to atone for their
refusal to deal with problems"
more important than the Klan.
At the same time, Dr.
Jackson criticized persons cri-
ii ica I of the United States' role
mirn Vietnam.
SCORES DEMONSTRATORS
students who are destroying
draft cards and who are pro-
testing the government's ac-
tions in Vietnam that by these
acts they create suspicion and
doubt regarding the sincerity
of our government and stab in
the back their own brothers
and sisters who are now facing
shot and shell on the battle-
fields of Vietnam," the con-
troversial clergyman added.
Dr. Jackson's past criticism
concerning civil rights march-
es and other demonstrations
staged by Negroes for equal
rights has resulted in the pick-
eting of his church, Olivet Bap-
tist church, in Chicago.
Despite the clergymen's re,
ommendation, the House lin
American Activities Commit-
tee, known as HUAC. announ-
ced its intentions to probe fur-
ther into the operation of the
Klan.
The investigation comes on
the heels of a trial which freed
an admitted Klan member
who shot and killed a white
civil rights worker on the night
of the historic march from Sel-
ma to Montgomery, Ala., last
"We must inform our -young spring.
Jazz Musician
Earl Bostic,
Dies At Age 52
Third Heart Seizure Proves
Fatal To Top Recording Star
ROCHESTER, N. Y. —
saxophonist Earl Bostic is dead
titer what was reported to beis third heart attack within
the past few years.
The musician died here in
Highland hospital after being
E. C. Swann, Mrs. Boyd was
!accused by Jones of having at-
tended a trial earlier in the day
for her husband, but she denied
MISSISSIPPI
According to Homicide Insp..the driver's side and after
back of the truck, came along Urban League
shooting a hole in the window.
placed his pistol inside and
fired twice. Dinner To Be
He summoned police who
it and said she had been tolound Green lying inside the
visit an aunt on Marble St. truck with bullet wounds in his
PUTS BODY ON BED right side and left buttocks. lie
Jones countered by telling had been armed with a .32 au•
here that, "If you tell that tomatic. He was dead on arri-
damn lie again, I'll blow your vat 
Arthur 
oJrohnonGvaisston 
Jr., of 350 ballroom of the Hotel Pea-
When 
out."
I Mrs. Boyd repeated the went to Po- body on Friday night, Nov. 19,
Beale St., Apt. 4,
'at 7-30 and ' • •
!same words, Jones took a pis. lice headquarters and surrend-
invitations are nowI to( from his pocket and fired ered after having shot hisibeing"
mailed to persons in thefour times. Bullets struck the neighbor, George Shaw, 25, of '
victim in the left back, the Apt. 4 in the same building. Tri-State area.
right breast and in the left Speakers for this year's at
Police said Shaw, a waiter
In Bed jawbone before she slumped to at the Peabody, and Davis, 36, fairs will include Adolphthe floor.
Jones placed the body on the
! Given As Cause.handed it to the victim's sis-bed, picked up a baby andContest In High Gear 
Of Fatal Blaze 
ter and disappeared.
val at John Gaston hospital.
Mrs. Boyd was dead on arri-
of the 14 girls seeking! Miss Underwood is a senior As of Monday, he had not
Smoking in bed was listed been apprehended though hethe title of "Miss Social Belle" at Carver High school, where
in the second annual contest
sponsored by the Me m phi&
branch of the NAACP are spot-
lighted this week.
They are Miss Laura Ilarris,
16, daughter of Mrs. Argusta
Harris of 1477 Raven; Miss
Carlotta Hayes, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Hayes of
Hayes and Langston Funeral
home; Miss Sandra Under-
wood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
she holds the title of "Miss
NDCC," a member of the Fu-
ture Business League of Ateri-
ca and an office assistant. She
is a member of Grace Baptist
church and the NAACP Youth
Council. Her hobbies are bowl-
ing and dancing.
A student at T. W. Patterson
Hic,h school, Miss Anderson be-
longs to the Honor Society, the
baiad, the yearbook staff and
directs the youth choir at the
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1965
FIVE CONTESTANTS — Five of the more
ha n a dos en young ladies seek-
ing the title of "Miss Social Belle" in a
contest sponsored by the NAACP are shown
here. Seated from left are Misses Laura








Jealous Boy Friend Sought
For Slaying Young Mother
waiter was the victim of a third
- shooting, but he will recover.
Shot and killed were Mrs.
wood. Standing, same ordei, are Misses
Johnnie Underwood a n d Patricia May.
weather, The is inner of the title will be
crowned at a ball to he Os en on Friday
night, Nov. 19.
'Miss Social Belle' s g
Two persons, a 21-year-old , while parked in front of 2681) let grazed his head above the
mother and a 51-year-old man,' Midland. 'right ear, and knocked him un-1
were shot to death here last NO BOND SET II conscious.
When Davis tried to lift theweek, bringing the city's homi-I Held to the state without'
victim and could not get him!bond was Tom Stinger, 64, ofcide total to 41. A 25-year-old to respond, he left him on the1338 S. Cooper, who was visit-
floor and went to police head-ing relatives at the Midland'
address, when he returned with iquarters, where he surrender-
'ed. Shaw was taken to Johnsome of his nieces and found
;Gaston hospital for treatmentEmma Jean Boyd, 21, of 738 Green waiting.
and was released.Olympic; and Alphonso liarue Stinger said Green called him
Green, 51, of 2745 Douglass.
Police are seeking Robert
Jones, 37, a boy friend of Mrs.
of the Grand Jury. His bondBoyd, who fled from the Olym- his automobile, and walked in-
was set at $1,000.pie address after firing four to the glare of his headlights,
shots, three of which hit the Green started shooting at him
victim, killing her almost in. Stinger ran around to the
.st antly.
and told that he was going to
"take care" of him, and just
as Stinger took a pistol from
had been drinking with several
girls in the apartment before
Davis's wife came home and
began arguing.
Davis chased his wife out of
the apartment with a pistol,
and just as the argument had
stopped and his wife was about
suited in the fiefy death of a'
as the cause of fire which re- ,was still believed to be in say,
Memphis. Thinking Jon estone is
to return, he heard a voice
"One of these days, some.
pistol."
going to make him eat
39-year-eld, woman early last might show up for a last look thatSunday morning.
The victim was Mrs. Georgia
Mae Holmes, who lived alone
in an upstairs apartment at
1328 Texas St.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Epps,
who live at 1330 Texas, told
police that they noticed the fire
they ran out to attempt a res-
cue, the fire was too far ad-
at the victim, officers attended
final rites for the victim dur-
ing the weekend.
On Friday, Nov. 29, Alphonso
Larue Green was shot and kill-
ed in the cab of his truck
He heard Shaw say, "Yes, if
he pulls it one me, I am going
to take it away from him."
KNOCKED OUT
Davis raised the pistol and
fired at Shaw's head. The but-
Mrs. Johnnie Anderson of 4924 Her hobbies include reading, Mrs. Holmes' father, Dewitt Corry's PTA Meeting -7-
vanced.Anderson, daughter of Mr. and church.
saying "There won't be any re- Goodwin, 60, of 497 Laclede told'hospitalized for less than 48 Black rd., and Miss Patricia writing, and singing. She hopesconciliation . . . I don't intend i Police that his daughter was a Leonard J. Small, Sr., and recruiting Negroes for statehours, lie was in Rochester for Mayweather, whose parents to be an executive secretary.to leave here."
a week-long engagement. Upon r Mr d Mrs Twillard Miss Mavweather is a sopho; m heavy drinker and was known Mahlon .1. Griffith, recently ap-,employent, is president of B.
Jazz Mrs. Bostic occupies a $75,-
000 home in Baldwin Hills, a
picturesque Los Angeles com-
munity.
When she w a s questioned
about the possibility of a re-
conciliation, the magazine re-
ported the musician's wife as
arrival at the hospital, Bostic
was immediately placed in the
intensive care ward.
Hospital authorities say t h e
52-year-old jazzman was ad-
mitted to the hospital after an
apparent heart attack. His con-
dition improved to fair, but he
took a turn tor the worse dur.
log the night.
His w if e, Mrs. Hildegard
Bostic, from whom he reported-
ly had been estranged, was at
his bedside when he died.
In a telephone conversation
e
uils. Bostic said that "Music
s his life. Ile was in show
siness practically all of his
life. Earl organized the first
jazz band at Xavier University
in New Orleans and later play.
cd with Don Redmond, Cab
Calloway, Lionel Hampton and
'Hot Lips' Page before going
out on his own.
The musician's last words to
his wife, according to a family
source, were, "Please go home
and get some rest."
A magazine article report-
ed the circumstances of the
Bostic's marital troubles. In an
interview, she reportedly told
a newsman the dispute arose
when Bostic asked her to sell
the Flying Fox Restaurant and
Lounge (a gift to her from Bos-
tic) and to leave California be-
cause he had read the city would
.
shaken by a violent earth-
ake and would tumble into
e ocean within the coming
ye She ,,saidheesahnesehaEdarclom towe as
afraid the cold weather of New:
York would affect his heart con-
dition."
In the article, Mrs. Bostic
said she had made the motel-
restaurant into a thriving busi-
ness and added that she would
not consider selling it.
Her suit revealed that the
couple had been separated
since February, when the saxo-
phonist began a road tour.
Mrs. Bostic said funeral ar-
rangements had not been made,
but added that the body would
.1),e sent back to Los Angeles for
final rites and burial.
The only survivor other than
his wife is Bostic's mother,
Mrs. Druzzella Bostic of L.A.
Bostic had been appearing at
t h e Rochester Midtown Hotel
and was scheduled to begin
an engagement at the Florenton
Hotel in Syracuse, N.Y. after
he closed in Rochester.
Even though Bostic enjoyed
considerable success with h i
band in "live" performances,
he was best known as a record-
ing artist for the King label.
Among his best-selling records
were instruntental versions of
"Flamingo" and "Temptation."
He reached his peak as a re-!
cording star in the middle I
1950's. But Bostic also was high--;
Mayweather of 1263 Green-
wood.
I Miss Harris is a student at
;Hamilton High school where
she is co-captain of the pep.
squad, a member of Les Jeunes
Dames and Checketts clubs.
Her hobbies are typing and lis-
tening to jazz records.
A freshman at Father Ber-
trand High school, Miss Hayes'
hobbies are ceramics, knitting
and different forms of art.
more at Hamilton High school
where she is a majorette, a
member of the dance group
and the French club. She is a
member of the youth choir of
Metropolitan Baptist church
and the NAACP Youth Council.
Her hobby is dancing.
The contest will close and
"Miss Social Belle" will be
crowned during a ball to be
given on Friday night, Nov. 19,
at Club Paradise.
Ambassador To Speak
At Centennial Dinner J.T?h,oerrepsrtessipdeankteorf will bebNe NJ: Small and Mr. Griffith to the
and a member of the Ford
Chapel AME Zion church.
troit as the guest speaker. He , The subject for the obser-
y regarded as a composer and
First Baptist Lauderdale was 
vance will be "Man's Place in'is scheduled to speak at both 
God's 
•
Universe," and the pub-services.
To climax the centennial cele- lie is invited.
bration, the official family of Mr. Ford has inspired many
the church will sponsor a jeoung people to enter the field
"March to Zion" on Sunday, of mortuary science since es-
Nov tablishing his firm in the city. y Negroes. Not all of them re-
To climax the observance, the " 28 ' 
with Dr. Gardner 
He is past president of the quire high school diplomas or
He was a flashy player with church has planned for the See SPEAK, Page 2 Bluff City Funeral Directors college degrees. •
and exceptional technique. month of November a Centenni- association and participates in, Mr. Small and Mr. Griffin]
at Banquet on Nov. 10, a "March many civic activities. have credentials which enable I
Originally a jazz musician, of the Faithful" on Sunday, them to visit state agencies and I
Bostic became identified later Nov. 14, and a "March to Zion" 
in his career as a rhythm and on Sunday, Nov. 28, 
discuss employment situations College President within the various organize-
hisses exponent. Guest speaker at the centen-
arranger.
His best-received composition
was "Let Me Off Uptown."
..in 1955, Bostic was chosen as
best alto saxophonist in the
Playboy Jazz Poll.
William Gaston; Miss Johnnie New Philadelphia B apt is t
ito smoke in bed quite frequent- pointed as employment repre-
sentatives in the department of
Fire Chief E. Lovell said personnel for the state of Ten-
there was evidence that the .nessee will speak to the PTA
fire was started in bed. id Corry Junior High school on
Wednesday evening, Nov. 10,
and persons interested in the
state employment opportunities
are urged to be present,
Mr. Small, who was for 15
years with the Tennessee De-
partment of Employment Secu-
rity and later an employment
counselor at the nation's first
e Youth Opportunity Center, re-
Warner Temple AME Zion state 
ceived the appointment to the
I personnel office after
church will observe annual having been notified by State
Men's Day on Sunday, Nov. 6 Representative A. W. Willis
in a program to start at 3 P.M. that an opening existed.




Ile went Into semi-retlrement
mini last year when he became
an active musician again.
Ile was horn in Tulsa, Okla.,
on April 23, Mi,
Ushers To Meet
The City Ushers' Association I
will meet Tnursday night, No-'
vember 4, at 8 P.M. at Owen
College. All ushers are asked
to be present.
Charles Walton, president,
and Mrs. Rosie Walton, publi-
city chairman.
Three outstanding events will
mark the conclusion of Centen-
nial Year for First Baptist
Church Lauderdale.
organized during the close of
1865 by persons who came from
First Baptist Church Beale,
which w a h organized three
years earlier.
sent a "March of the Faithful."
with Dr. A. A. Banks, pastor of
Second Baptist Church in De-




tives the two men will promote
the employment of qualified
Negro Tennesseans to state po-
sitions. Of the more than 25,-
000 state jobs in Tennessee, at I
present less than 250 are held
tions, and gather information
nial Banquet will be Ambassa- about them which would help
don James M. Nabrit, president The A. B. Hill Parent-Teach-lthe two men to determine types
of Howard University, who is ers Association will hold it work available, vacancies
presently on leave serving as monthly meeting on Nov. 10 in which exist, and qualifications
United States representative to the school auditorium. The needed by persons to fill the
the Security Council of the meeting will be dedicated to jobs.
United Nations. American Education Week, Mr. Small said that he in.
Ambassador Nabrit, is a which is being observed Nov. tends to list state job opportu-
brother of Dr. H. Clarke Nabrit,
pastor of First Baptist Lauder-
dale, and is well-known to citi-
zens of the Mid-South. Reserva-
tions can be made to the ban-
quet to be held at the Hotel
Chisca.
DR. TAYLOR COMING
On Sunday, Nov. 14, the,
women of the church will pre-I DR. NARRIT
To Speak To PTA
7-13.
The guest speaker for the
program will be Dr. C. L. Din•
kins, president of Owen col-
lege. Music will be furnished
by the A. B. Hill School choir.
Mrs. Sarah Neal is PTA
president, George Clark, prin-
cipal, and Longino A. Cook,
Jr.. assistant principal.
nities in the local weekly pa-
pers, and will report as often
as possible on persons placed
in jobs, along with names of
persons who win promotions.
The job also includes the re-
cruitment of qualified Negroes
for the slate jobs.
Mr. Small, who will work in
Memphis and West Tennessee
H. S. Custom Tailors, Inc.,
which makes at their own fac-
tory in Memphis, choir robes,
pulpit and academic gowns,
Davis has been charged with
assault to murder and carry-
ing a pistol and held for action
Given Nov. 19
The Memphis Urban League
will present its annual Equal
Opportunity Day banquet in the
Holmes, associate director of
the National Urban League,
and Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.,
son of the late President of the
United States, who is present
ly chairman of the Equal Op
portunity Commission in Wash
ington, D.C.
. A reception at 6:30 will pre
cede the banquet and persons
! men's, women's and children's ADOLPH HOLMESgarments.
Ile is a graduate of Tuskegee attending the affair will have
Institute in Alabama, where he
received a bachelor of science
degree in commercial indus-
tries in 1948. He has also at-
tended LeMoyne college, Ten-
nessee State in Nashville and
the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville,
a chance to meet Mr. Holmes
and Mr, Roosevelt.
Tickets to the banquet are
I
five dollars a person, and they I
may be obtained by contacting
the local Urban League office
on or before 5 P.M. on Wednes-
day, Nov. 17.
He belongs to 1APES, the N- Mr. Holmes was named asso-
AACP, the National Urban date director of the National
Urban League on July 1, 1963,
and his area of responsibility
is in League's job development
and employment program.
He is a graduate of Hofstra
college at Hempstead, I,.1 ,
New York, and Rutgers univer-
sity in New Jersey, where he
received his bachelor and mas-
ter's of business administration
in personnel management.
He came to the National Ur-
ban League after have sorvect
for 20 years in the U.S. Arms'
and retired with the rank of
major.
L. .1. SMALL, SR.
League. Kappa Alpha Psi and
the National Business League.
GRIFFITH'S AREA
Mrs. Small is a teacher in
the Memphis school system.
They are the parents of two
sons, Leonard, Jr., and Dorah
Keith.
Mr. Griffith is a graduate of
Pearl High school and attend-
ed Tennessee A & I State uni-
versity and the University of
Tennessee's Nashville center
Mr. Griffith will work in
Nashville, Middle and East
Tennessee. Ile and his wife are
the parents of four children.
Fashion Show
At Sarah Brown
The Allen Christian Endeav-
or League of St. James AME
'church will sponsor "Elegance
of Fashions," Sunday, Novem-
'her 7 front 4 to 6 p.m. at the
Sarah Brown Branch of the
YWCA, 1044 Mississippi Blvd.
The show will feature hats,
wigs, and fashions.
Mrs. Frances Miller of the
Wig Warn will show most popu-
lar styles in wigs.
Mrs. Katie Sexton will pre-
sent her latest hats.
Men and women will model
clothes.
Narrator for the show will
be Mrs. Betty Wilson.
•
AKA SORORITY DANCE ............ November 11, 1965
DEFEA ozift




The best grade plate
glass is u:eci in this b:g
7.4%36 ' bevo!ed edge 
5888mi.! It'll be beisotlul
hung either vertically or
horizontally.
• No Money Down
COOL
CHASSIS






Board, Pad & cover
Ironing board is sturdy and bet
steam welt to for cooler iron-




biro wide horizontal console, overhanging
top. French Provincial styling with shaped
top, graceful curved legs. Cabinet is gen-
uine cherry veneer. All controls conven-
iently located out front. Memory-Motif
pre.set Fins Tuning, 82 channel tuning.





Big Stereo- Console witN •genuint wood
veneer cabinet with foie: speaker BSk
changer, dual balani• control, and solid
state arnpl:fier Nolubes to burn out,
produces sound. instantly!!
SPECIAL PURCHASE!
tig 9x12 ROOMSIZE Braided Rug
• • • Reversible for Extra Wear!.
HAVERTY'S
LOW PRICE!
This biiautiful, well-made rug is t'ne ideal background for Early
American settings ....the price is perfect for modern budgets! The
t•Jrdily stitched to stand up under the wildest buffalo-stalk:ng
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LeMOYNE'S HONORS DINNER — The annual Honors
Dinner conducted by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellow.
ship Foundation and LeMoyne for the college's students
with 'B' or better cumulative was held in the Universal
Life cafeteria and addressed by Mrs. David Yellin, well-
known free lance writer. At the main table, left to right,
—
Evers Blasts NAACP For
0. Z. Evers, president of the
local chapter CORE and chair-
man of the Board of the Unity
League recently critized t h e
Memphis Branch of the NAA-
CP for projecting itself into
politics.
According to Mr. Evers, "The
NAACP leaders all over Amer-
ica, local and national have
adhered to the basic objective
of this renowned organization,"
and added, "The Unity League
feels that the NAACP is too
precious and dear to the Negro
to be projected into the dark
and cruel world of politics."
The NAACP, which was or-
ganized over fifty years ago,
has as its objectives to protect
the rights of American Negro
citizens.
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP has is opposed to
Mayor Ingram's handling of the
Memphis' Anti - poverty pro-
gram. Open attkcks have been
made by the organization's of-
ficials.
Says Mr. Evers, "Our Mem-
phis NAACP branch has been
projected into the enti-poverty
program is not a civil rights
„fight at all and the NAACP
leaders know it.
Although he is a member
of the NAACP, Mr. Evers says
". . . The self-styled, big-shot
politicians have projected this
glorious organization into this
fight for their own selfish pro-
tection."
"They are using the NAACP
to shield and protect them-
selve against any counter at-
tack," he said.
Because of t h e complaints
that the Mayor did not follow
the guidelines presented by the
Office of Economic Opportu-
nity, the anti-poverty money
for the Memphis Antipoverty
program has not been sent
from Washington.
FUNDS TIED UP
Mr. Evers says, "It is hard
to believe that Negroes would
tie up the funds as the pro-
gram is benefitting mostly Ne-
groes.
"It appears that these Ne-
groes are more concerned more
about the guidelines and red-
tape than they are about get-
ting benefits," he added.
Ile believes that the real rea-
son behind the few Negroes
complaining about the Anti-
..••••
downtown and union ave.
S
fashi.on specialists in sizes






161/3 to 24 ys
charming three -piece
costume of loathe r-
weight rayon and ace-
tate tweed . . . the cop-
sleeved overblouse is at-
tractively trimmed with
the tweed of the skirt
and jacket . . . the slen-
der skirt and drone/ type
jacket slend arise your
figure . . . choose green
Or burgundy.
MAIL ORDIRE: add 3oe









• 54 S. MAIN • tfl-5435
• 1,92 UNION • 274-2541
are: Miss Maxine Barnes, the Rev. John C. Mickle, Miss
M. Maxine Gray, Mrs. Yellin, Mrs. Hollis F. Price, Miss
Cathelia Barr, Dean Lionel A. Arnold and Miss Lois M.
McGowan. Roderick Diggs Jr., president of LeMoyne's
Student Council, is seated in foreground. About 40 LeMoyne
students were honored at the dinner.
— -
Stand On Anti-Poverty
poverty program is "For over
35 year a certain small group
of Negro politicians in Memphis
have been the only ones the
white politicians would contact
whenever they wanted to make
contact with the Negro commu-
nity." And, "these few self-ap-
pointed Negroes would advise
the white officials which Ne-
groes to hire and which ones to
fire."
He further pointed out, "In will let him come."
most cases their thinking did
not represent the thinking of
the Negro community at all."
"In fact," he say, "the Negro
community was not even con-
sulted concerning the matters."
RECEIVING END
Mr. Evers pointed out a type
of satisfaction which existed
among the "yesterday Negro
leader" with reference to their
being satisfied with conditions
as long as they were on the
receiving end.
He does not condemn the eld-
er leaders, but he adds, ''You
will find that most of all -the
Negro politicians who are criti-
cizin& the anti-poverty program
program are offspring of the
old Negro political power struc-
ture."
"These young so-called lead-
ers are trying to hold the same
dominating control over the
masses as their parents did,"
he stated.
The Negroes' problem must
be felt and understood before
one can take an active stand in
support of the Negro, and ac-
cording to Mr. Evers these "so-
called" Negro politicians are
"rich or near rich," and "The
most disgusting thing about it
is they do not care about the T
problems."
Mr. Evers adds, "Most of
them want the guidelind to
guide the anti-poverty program
into their hip pockets."
PRAISES MAYOR
On behalf of t h e Unity
League Mr. Evers commended
Mayor Ingram "for his forth-
right and impartial stand Jo
this matter.''
lie says, "Mayor Ingram's
program is this: (who-so-ever)
"He has an open door policy
for all white or black. This is
the American way and the Unity
League stands behind Mayor
Ingrain one-hundred percent."
"It is a funny thing about the
Negro and white opposition to
Ingram's policy," added Mr.
Evers.
"Most of them opposed him
in his election for Mayor. So
they all lost their man for
mayor, but they are all deter-
mined to fight on — even at the
risk of wrecking a multi-mil-
lion dollar program for Mem-
phis and Sheiby County."
He continued, "Some of these
same politicians who are fight-
ing Ingram now, went all over
town during the city elections
telling the folks that Ingram
turned loose too many 'drunk'
Negroes when he was judge."ai
"They must have wanted hitW
to take the policeman's word
that the defendants were guilty
— thank God he didn't Mr.
Evers added.
Ile concluded, "The Negro
community should rise up and
put these so-called Negro poli-
ticians in their places."
'Speak
Continued From Page 1
Taylor, pastor of Concord Bap-
tist Church of Christ in Brook-
lyn, N. Y., as the featured
speaker.
The pastor of a church with
10,000 plus membership, Dr.
Taylor is a vice president of the
Progressive Baptist Church,
Inc., and one of the most sought-
after speakers in the United
States.
First Baptist Lauderdale
traces its ancestry back to a
group of former slaves whose
original church was a brush ar-
bor in the Beale Street vicinity.
Its property Is valued today at
$300,000.
Commenting on the celebra-
tion, Dr. Nabrit said, "Truly,
we have spared no effort in pre-
paring to present to the commu-
nity and the friends of the
church the best possible pro. met in the home of the Hills
grams and features as we oh- on Thursday night. The attend.




Mr. and Mrs. Eurell McMur-
ray and Mrs. Ruby William-
son spent the weekend in St.
Louis, Mo., with her sister,
Mrs. Mettle Mai McMurray,
who is recuperating from an
operation.
A group of members of Spring
Hill Baptist church worshipped
last Sunday with the members
of Fairview church in Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tatu
of St. Louis, Mg,„ were here 1111
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Powell.
Little Calvin Fields, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Fields, was
a patient in the LaBonheur
Children's Hospital in Memphis
last week.
While Mrs. Fields was there,
she gave birth to a baby daugh-
ter, Linda Fay. Both mother
and son are doing fine.
The Junior Missionary Society
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By DANIEL F. KELLY
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The chairman of the House
Committee on Un-American
Activities predicted that ranks
of the KU Klux Klan will be
riddled by resignations as a
t of his investigation.
ep. Edwin Willis, .D-La.,
head of the Klan inquiry which
has now run two weeks, said
Iii a televised interview "I
have an idea that the member-
ship will be decimated."
He scoffed at a claim by Im-
perial Wizard Robert Shelton
that the investigation is bring-
ing the hooded order new re-
cruits.
I'm very hopeful and
I honestly believe that they will
be resigning in disgust and will
join me by saying 'who's afraid
of the big bad wolf?'" Willis
declared.
He hinted at several possible
legislative crackdowns Con-
gress might take against the
Klan as a result of the investi-
gation.
Be suggested the possibility
of enacting a federal anti-Klan
law similar to those already en-
forced in several states. One
feature of such a law woald
make it a crime to burn • cress
on private property, Willis said.
The Louisiana Congressman
also mentioned a proposal by
Atty. Gen. Nicholas DeB. Kat-
zenbach that members of the
Klan be required to register
with the government. There is
Hurt: Willis
currently on the books a law
requiring registration by t h e
U.S. Communist Party. The l
Party goes on trial here Mon-
day on charges of refusing to
register as an agent of the Rus-
sian government.
Willis made these other
points:
—He believes the civil rights
movement helped build up Klan
membership in the South but
that mass resignations will re-
sult as time goes by.
what From h cl,
""I'`)e Klan is primarily respon-
sible" for racial violence that
has occurred in the South.
—Other Klansmen will follow
the lead of Roy Woodle in re-
signing from the secret organi-
zation arid telling the commit-
lee about Klan operations.
—Shelton win be recalled to
the witness stand for further
questioning eve( though the
Imperial Wizard refused to tes-
tify on constitutional grouids.
Jackson State Alumni
Will Meet On Sunday
The. Jackson State College
Alumni organization will meet
Sunday, November 7, it 2 R.111.
at Hamilton High School.
All graduates of Jackson
State are asked to be present.
Business of importance will be
discussed.
NO MONEY DOWN
No Payment 'Til February '66





Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extra large wringer rolls,. I firm, I
flexible, adjust to all fabrics. Sedi-




Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extra 'large wringer roll, I firm, I
flexible, adjust to all fabrics. Sedi-
,rnent trap captures dirt, powerful
agitator action.
Maytag's Halo of Hear surrc..inds
clothes with gentle even heat, end:,
ing hot spots. Big capacity porce-
lain coated drum won't snag, zinc
coated cabinet protected against
rust.
'138 '148
w:,n rd, Model 01151
We carry complete lire of GENUINE MAYTAG FARTS
For Any Maytag Washer or Dryer Up to 40 Years Old
MAYTAG
DEPENDABILITY
6 great washers...with different features but
all with the same famous Maytag dependability
A102
Maytag dependability, for a





extras at modest price. 2




Still in smaltbudget class. 6
wash cycles, 2 speeds tor all
fabrics. Cold water wash. Por-
celain enamel top ind ltd.
5702
Custom features.Pre.wash and
soak cycle with automatic
advance into regular washing
cycle. Automatic bleach dis-
penser.
A302
Special soak cycle for heavily
sailed clothes: Fabric softener
dispenser. Lint filter agitator.
Water level control.
A902
Ultimate in wa!hing ease.
Push the button in this auto-
mated Maytag that matches
the load, and the washer does
the rest automatically. New
softener dispenser and auto-
matic bleach dispenser.
Starts as low as 198
ACEAPPLIANCE CO.ACE
o ANC F'T'amtwroup•rpArr-l'u-- r7?1.07-1
3431 Summer










A program to crown "M". title. ber of the Advertising Depart-
PTA" of Booker T. Washington RAISED MONEY ment of the •TRI-STATE DR.
High School, which included hi- The winners were named on FENDER for five years, has
larious entertainment, climaxed the basis of the amount of mo.1joined the staff of Jackson
the 1965-66 effort and member- rnaeivrag foiseefdbrtysi 
Miss Mitchell is now assistant
money.'State college at Jackson, Miss.
Iship enrollment f o r h e 
sin 
school's Parent-Teacher As-I Homeroom prizes, based on director of the Alexander rest-
sociation on Monday night, the amount of money raised by 
iand lives in an apartment in the
nasium. 
dence hall for young women,
i
Oct. 25, in the school's gym- individual homerooms, went to
clormitory. 10-27, Mrs. Clovis Exum, tea-
.Mrs. Edna II. Webb, president her, first prize; 11-4, Miss 
She was in Memphis recently
to visit her family at 939 E. Mc-Dora E. Todd, second prize, andof the PTA, commended the'
efforts of Mrs. Mary C. Nichols,
third prize. . 'of the Christian Women's Fel-
iLemore and to attend meetings12-4, William Lowe, teacher,
chairman of the drive for the
The program was sparked by l owship of the Mississippi Blvd.successful effort. Christian church. Mrs. Mitchell'songs, dances and a "woman-1Winning the crown and the is president of the organize-less. wedding." The entire prtitle of "Mrs. PTA" was Mrs. was received with en 1100,Catherine Jones, a represents- thusiasm by the audience. Memphians visiting at Jack-tive of the 10-27 homeroom. I Principal Jesse D. Springer son are welcomed to come to
"First Princess" title was warmly commended the spon- the campus, she said and visit
the new modern five-story hall.won by Mrs. Grace Carodine,lsors and participants for their
representing the 11 • 4 home- efforts. Mrs. Mitchell is the mother
room. Mrs. Wiley Flynn, repre- Mrs. Webb also gave a word of Miss Audrey Hall, an emplo-
'senting the 10-10 homeroom of public thanks and commen- yee of Union Planters Bank's



























num tree with the
same fine features as

















The Woodstock High School
PTA will end its 1965-66 Mem-
bership Drive, Sunday, Novem-
ber 7, at 2:45 P.M. at the
school with its Annual Home-
coming Program.
Special recognition will be
given to the principal. of the
school and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
R. J. Roddy, who have served
as inspirations for boys and
girls for many years at Wood-
stock.
Louis B. Hobson, principal of
Manassas High School, will be
guest speaker.
Cornell Wells will serve as
master of ceremonies.
All former students, patrons
and friends of the school are
invited to come and share this
program.
Mrs. Willie Mae Jones is
president of the PTA.
Mrs. Ethel Smith is Member-
ship Chairman,
BTW'S PTA QUEEN—The crowning of "Mrs. PTA" cli-
maxed the membership drive and financial effort of the
Booker T. Washington PTA, and wearing the crown here
is Mrs. Catherine Jones, second from right. From left,
are Mrs. Mary C. Nichol!, chairman of the effort; Mrs.
Bernice R. McClellan, standing in for Mrs. Wiley Flynn,
"Second Princess:" Mrs. Grace Carodine, "First Prin-
cess:" Mrs. Jones, and Jesse D. Springer, principal of
the School. (Withers Photo)
Booker Washington Hi Former Staffer Of TSD
PTA Crowns A Queen Moves To Jackson State
Mrs. Angie Mitchell, a mem- auditing department; Mrs. Lin-
nie Hayslett, 1241 Effie rd.;
'John F, Mitchell, a freshman
'at Coahoma Junior college at
'Clarksdale, Miss.; Flenord Mit-
chell, an employee of the die-
tetics department of Baptist
hospital's Lamar Unit, and





Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan














ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
''It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank' 
GIVE OLD CHM
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Prospect Park Baptist church
observed its annual Women's
Day activities from Oct. 22.24,
and sponsors have expressed
appreciation to those who help
.iiake it a success.
Participating on thy Friday
night program were Mrs. Faye
Gentry Lewis, the speakei , and
Mrs. Ophelia Spearman who
led out in devotions. Music was
furnished by the J. B. Martin
Chorus of Marta Temple ('ME
church.
Guest teachers at the Sun-
day school were Mrs. ',rankle
Scales Johnson and Tree of Life
Baptist church; Miss Sandra
Fifer, Warner Temple A AI E
Zion church; Mrs. Mary Ma-
ples and Mrs. Willie Thomas.
Mrs. Wilson are chairmen.
Mrs. Carrie Clark introduced
the speaker, Ms. Annie Mae
Moore. Mrs. Susie BoYkins gave
the acceptance, and Mrs. Ruby
companied at the piano by Mrs.
Coleman rendered a solo, ac-
companied at the piano by Mrs.
Juanita Harts. They are mem-
bers of Open Door Baptist
church.
SUNDAY SPEAKER
The guest speaker at the
p.m. service on Sunday, Oct. 24,
was Mrs. Vilirie Fifer, who
4 
was introduced by Mrs. Connie
Johnson, both members of War
ner Temple AME Zion church.
Music was furnished by the
Youth Chorus of Prospect Park
Baptist with Mrs. Pearl Moore
in charge.
Mrs. Ethel Ray Murphy was
chairman of the observance;
Mrs. Annie Lee Mack, co chn.r-
man, Mrs. Sarah Echols, clerk,
and Rev. Claude Smith, Jr.,
pastor.
Other officers and corniAttee
members helping to make the
observance a success were
Mrs Evelyn Hendrix, secretary;
Mrs. Lillie Treasurer; Mrs.
Sarah Echols, progam chair-
man, and Mrs. Annette Hollo-
way, co-chairmen; Mrs. Lil-
lie Foser, publicity chairman,
and Mrs. Catherine Gray, co-
chairman; Mrs. Alice Smith,
chairman of the Finance corn
mittee, with Mrs. Iola Ford and
Mrs. Bettye Brookins Os co-
chairnwn.
On the decorations commit-
tee were Mrs Barbara Smith,
chairman, and Mrs. Janett
Bond and Mrs Iola Ford .
Members of the music com-
mittee were Mrs. Bessie How-
ard, director, and Miss Hattie







A casserole is always a comfortable choice when
your're entertaining at a little dinner. But all casse-
roles, contrary to popular notions, need not go into
• the oven, and many of them do not require thinking,• planning or cooking ahead. You can, of course, do this
whole job the evening before. The flavors will be en-
▪ hanced by hours of mellowing. Reheating either on
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For a first course, a shrimp cocktail is good and
eff6rtless. Ours has an added element of surprise, a
Japanese flavor.
The dessert is a wonder-thing — a high, lush, and
lovely sherry pie. Or would you rather have rum or
whiskey pie? The recipe adapts merrily to many li-
quors. This is a variant of a fabulous brainstorm: ice
cream is spooned into fruit flavored gelatin as soon
as it's dissolved.
CHICKEN EN CASSEROLE WITH ARTICHOKES*
To serve 4 to 6, have 2 (2 pound) fryers cut in-
to pieces. Season with salt and pepper. Sprinkle light-
ly with instant onion and a slight trace of thyme.
Heat together 2 tablespoons butter and 2 tablespoons
olive oil. Brown the chicken, a few pieces at a time,
adding a little more oil and butter if it is needed. By
the time the chicken is golden brown, it should be
almost done. Place it all together into a flameproof
dish, preferably one that can go to the table. Add 1
can chicken gravy; 1 small can potato balls; IA cup
drained, pitted black olives; 1 package frozen arti-
choke hearts, thawed. Cook on top of the stove for
about 8 minutes or until the chicken and artichokes
are really tender. If you prefer a darker sauce, you
may add 1/2 teaspoon of gravy darkener. Just be-
fore serving, garnish with heart-shaped croutons of
white bread which have been separately browned in
butter .This is a very French touch. Place an inch-
wide border of chopped parsley around the edge3.
DINNER PARTY EN CASSEROLE
Shrimp Cocktail Chrysanthemum




SHRIMP COCKTAIL CHRYSANTHEMUM . . .
This is a Japanese creation. First you make "chrysan-
themums" from white turnips. Peel 6 small ones and
slice them thinly East to West and North to South, but
only half way through. Sprinkle with salt liberally.
When they become soft, place cut side down in a mix-
ture of 4 tablespoons vinegar, 2 tablespoons pale dry
vermouth, 1 tablespoon sugar. Let stand from 15
minutes to an hour. At serving time, place each turnip
into a chilled champagne saucer and decorate with 2
or 3 pieces of chopped sweet red pepper or pimiento on
the center and surround with 4 to 6 cooked shrimp.
Sprinkle with a couple of teaspoonfuls of the marinade.
CHICKEN EN CASSEROLE WITH ARTI-
CHOKES* . See starred recipe.
KALE. . . Frozen kale can be very good indeed.
Prepare according to package directions.
SHERRY PIE To serve 6, make up 2 (3 ounce)
package orange flavor gelatin dessert, using 2 cups
hot water. Add 2/3 cup sherry, 1/4 teaspoon allspice.
Stir in, a cupful at a time, 1 quart vanilla ice cream.
Place in freezer about 10 minutes, or until thickened,
but not set. Turn into a 9 inch baked pie shell or crumb
crust. Chill until firm. About 10 minutes more in the
freezer should do it. Or place in refrigerator until serv-
ing time. Garnish with crushed peanut brittle. This pie
cuts better if it is allowed to rest for several hours.
dpso••••••••••••••••••••■Nimeem
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC ••
CAR WASH $ ••••
BON VOYAGE FOR VIET NAM . . . Pic-
tured recently discussing what they will be
doing a few months from now when they
take up new assignments in South Viet Nam
are Miss Byrdie Lee, who will be with the
US() In that embattled nation, and Lieuten-
ant (junior grade) Ronald M. Coe, officer-
in-charge of the bachelor officers quarters
at the Memphis Naval Air Station, who has
been Ordered to the Headquarters Support
Activity at Saigon. Miss Lee, a native of
Richmond, Va., has been with the Memphis
USO for the past several weeks receiving
training in preparation for her duties over-
seas. A physical education major at Vit.
ginia State College, Miss Lee expects to be
a recreation specialist in Viet Nam. U.
Coe is a native of Greenwich, Conneticut,
and majored in hotel and restaurant man.
agement at Cornell University. Ile expects
to continue in the club and food manage-
ment field in Viet Nam.
Tennessee M&E Convention
Gets A New President
During the 93rd annual meet- Memphis, treasurer; J. B.
mg of the Tennessee Baptist Webb, Memphis, statistician,
Missionary and Educational and L. Brooks, Chattanooga,
Convention held in Memphis, chairman of the Evangelism
Rev. 'A. McEwen Williams was Board.
elected president and Mrs. C. L. The financial secretary re-
Freeland named president of
the Woman's Auxiliary.
Rev. Williams succeeds Dr. Bishop Golden
S. A. Owens, who served the
Convention for 29 years.
The new president is pastor
of St. John Baptist Church
Vance in Memphis and was
president of the State Congress
prior to his election to the Con-
vention's top position.
Mrs. Freeland succeeds Mrs.
J. C. Woods of Knoxville as
president of the Woman's
Auxiliary. She is-a member of
Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church in
Dyersburg. For several years
she was vice president of the
Woman's Department.
Mrs. Bertha Estes was ele-
vated to the position of vice
president of the Woman's *Ludt-
iary. She is a member of St.
John Baptist Church Vance.
NEW CONGRESS PREXY
Rev. Kelly Miller Smith was
elected to succeed Rev. Wil-
liams as president of the Leader-
ship and Education Congress.
Rev. Smith is the pastor of
First Baptist Church on Capi-
tol Hill in Nashville.
Officers reelected were Rev. Geeter PTA Plans
H. H. Battle, Chatanooga, vice
president-at-large; Rev. B. G. For Family Night
Ragsdale, Knoxville, Eastern'
Regional president; Dr. M. P. The Parent-Teacher Associa-
Turner, Jr., Nashville, Middle ation of Geeter High School
Regional president; Rev. J. R. invites the pubic to its Family
Halliburton, Ripley, Western
Regional president.
Also Revs. W. H. Walker,
Knoxville, recording secretary;
C. H. Fitzgerald, Nashville, fi-




at Mississippi and Alston, pas-
hired by the Rev. James M.
Lawson Jr., will begin observ-
ing "Centenary Week" this
Sunday, Nov. 7, according to
the chairman, Mrs. Mamie
Pamphlet. . ,
Bishop Charles Golden of
Nashville will close out the
week the following Sunday,
Nov. 14, when he delivers a
special sermon. '
,Three week night events
have been planned, including
a reception following the regu-
lar official board meetingr a.
musical and showing of a film.
Members of the church have
been asked to increase their
financial giving for this annual
occasion.
Night program on Tuesday
night, Nov. 9, at 7:30 in Gym-
nasium No, 1.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Loretta Kateo, a member












each time you buy 2 half-gat:one oi
MIDWEST MILK





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY





Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
B H
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Teemessie
Company U.S., What You Ai, For And
  Whet You Think Of"
CUSTOM TAILORS
ported at the close of the ses-
sion that total receipts for the
year had reached $103,893.15.
Next year's session will be
held at the First Baptist Church
in Chattanooga.
Seminary Student Back
From Two Years Abroad
ATLANTA — Samuel L. Var-
ner, a pioneering student on
leave from The Interdenomina-
tional Theological Center, re-
turned to the campus this Fall
from two years of amazing ex-
periences in Christian work in
Europe.
Mr. Varner crossed barriers
of nationality, denomination and
race to become a highly accep-
table member of the Iona Com-
munity in Scotland, the Taize
Community in France, and min-
ister in charge of a large Pres-
byterian parish on the Clyde
River in Scotland.
Mr. Varner who comes out
of an African Methodist Epis-
copal Zion background in Ala-
bama, was granted a leave of
absence from his studies in May
1961. With the aid of funds from
the United Church of Christ he
went for three months to the
Iona Community off the coast
of Scotland.
At this spiritual retreat cen-
ter half of each week was spent
in helping rebuild the ancient
abbey and the other half in
study and meditation under the
world-renowned Dr. George Mc-
Leod.
SACRED ISLAND
The Iona Community bears
the name Iona because it has
been engaged on the work of
completing the rebuilding of the
historic abbey on the sacred is-
land of Iona.
The Community is an integral
part of the Church of Scotland.
Members of the Community are
bound together by the common
experience of a life shared in
work and worship. On this island
new members are introduced to
the life of the Community. Mr.
Varner remained there for three
_months before going back to
rthe mainland.
On leaving Iona and before
going to Greenock, Scotland
Reverend Varner spent a forth-
night traveling around Scotland
visiting historical places con-
nected with the Protestant Re-
formation and the Church of
Scotland.
Also, he traveled in England
and later went to France and
lived in the Taize Communuate.
This traveling tour was financed
by the Winant volunteers, a
group of Mr. Varner 's fellow
associates.
At Greenock, Reverend Var-
ner served as assistant minister
to the Scot pastor of the Parish
Church of St. Nissan's which is
located in a large industrial
shipbuilding area on the famous
Clyde River.
Near the end of his first year's
leave Reverend Varner was left
to serve on his own for five
months when the Scot minister
who had served 13 years as rni
sionary to Africa resigned and
returned to Africa.
During the five months as sole
minister of the 11,056 member
parish Reverend Varner offi-
ciated 32 weddings, nine fun-
erals, 100 baptisms, several
house dedications and supervis-
ed the general running of the
parish.
At the close of his year's leave
he was asked by the new min-
ister and members to remain
another year. He accepted and
w a s granted another year
leave from ITC.
Speaking of his ministry Rev.
Varner said "The Scots are
amiable people to live among
and work with in both the church
and social institutions. My ex-
perience with them these gli
years has been very challengillr,
deeply moving, profoundly dis-
turbing and, thanks to them,















Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to





Christmas Shop the "Price-less Way" with
QUALITY STAMPS.
When you plan your Christmas List. . . .Be sure
and Check your Quality Stamps Gift Book, first!
You are invited to visit one of the Memphis
Quality Stamps Redemption Centers.
1451 Union Ave. 1784 Frayser Blvd.
1957 So. Third St. 5125 Quince Rd.
725 N. White Station Rd.
855 White Station Rd. (Eastgate)
4220 Hiway 51 South
PLAY T.V. BINGO
every •weekday on Channel 13 WHBQ T.V.
1,1:30-12 noon. Save your tilted T.V. BINGO
Cards, print your name and address on the
back and deposit at Oakley Ford or - Hull-
Dobbs Ford to be eligible for the drawing for















































































































20 OKd To Vote
In Lincolnton, Ga.
LINCOLNTON, Ga. — (UPI)
— Sixteen Negroes marched to
the Lincoln County Courthouse
Monday to begin a new voter
registration drive.
County authorities said the
books had always been open to
Negroes for registration and
began taking applications al-
most immediately.
The first to sign up was Syl-
vester Jones, a young Negro
who wrote his name on a card
given him by the County Tax
Assessor and then repeated a
lengthy oath.
"We're going to bring Negroes
in to register by the hundreds,"
a civil rights leader told a
group of demonstrators. The
movement here is in its fourth
week.
Edward Bedford, a stocky
Negro civil rights worker from
Baltimore, Md., told a group
of Negroes gathered at the court-
house that workers would fan
out across the wooded hills of
Lincoln County gathering infor.
cry.
Bedford, of Dr. Martin Lu-
ther Kin's Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, charged
that only a small percentage of
Negroes in the county are reg-
istered. He said that in one
area inside the city limits
where about 200 Negroes live,
only 5 Negroes out of 75 eligi-
ble voters are on the county
voting rolls.
PRESENTS SCHOLARSHIPS . . . Dean Lionel Arnold Of
LeMoyne College is pictured as he presented scholarship re-
cently to Miss Eugenia Littlejohn at the culmination of the
Miss Loyal Educational Contest sponsored by the Loyal
Educational Club. Also shown receiving scholarship is Miss
School Executives To
Aid In Scout Program
The Central District Nomina-
ting Committee, recently nomi-
nated Joseph Westbrook, sec-
ondary supervisor of Memphis
Board of Education, to serve
as District Chairman for the
Central District Boy Scout
Committee.
Mr. Westbrook stated in ac-
ceptance of the nomination, "I
hope that my service will en-
able more boys to become in-
volved in the fine program of
the Boy Scouts of America."
Ernest Abron, assistant prin:
cipal of Melrose High School.







Greggory, district scout Execu-
tive, "Both men are well known
in the Memphis area, and for
a number of years have made
numerous civic contributions
to the community."
He added, "The Central Dis-
trict Scouters are proud to
have such fine outstanding men
as their leaders.'
The LeMoyne Club, compos-
ed of the college, will meet this
Sunday, Nov. 7, at 5:30 p.m.
in the Brownlee Hall faculty
lounge.
President Elmer L. Hender-
son said members will discuss
plans for an alumni-sponsored
play and the LeMoyne College-
Southern University basketball




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Sen. Thomas H. Kuchel, R-
Calif., believes that the John
Birch Society's back has been
broken and it is "on its way
out" of American life.
Kuehel said the Society's
"hack has been broken by the
people of courage who have
stood up in my state and across
the country lately to demon-
strate specifically why their
(the Birchers') extreme right
wing dogma is as repugnant
to the people of the United
V 
States as the eft wing dogma,
the Communist dogma."
E. ABRON, J. WESTBROOK,
Cherry Gilkey who is attending Itenderson's Business Col-
lege. Miss Littlejohn attends Memphis Technical Voca-
tional Training School. Others on the picture are tht mem-
bers of the Loyal Educational Club. (McChriston Photo)
Mallory Knights Begin Xmas Drive
The Mallory Knights Chari-
table Organization has started
its 141h Annual Christmas fund
drive to help the poverty strick-
en families and underprivileg-
ed children in Memphis at
Christmas time.
The organization has helped
families who come from Mis-
sissippi and elsewhere to Mem-
phis to live for one reason or
another.
Many of these people have
been in need and could not get
any help from the Department
of Welfare because the policy is
that a family must have been
in the state of Tennessee one
year before it can get aid.
This along with many other
cases has been a job for Mal.
lory Knights all year round.
According to Harry L. Strong,
director of the project, "As we
come to the end of another
year when the need is greater,
we ask your support in this
drive."
Contributions, small or large,
may be sent to the Mallory
Knights Charitable Organiza-
lion, 280 Hernando, Memphis,
Tennessee,
Mr. Strong adds. -By send-
ing contrbutions to the Organi-
zation, you will give hope to
the needy and make their




















10% Discount 10% Discount
This certificate entitles you to send the TRI-STATE. DEFENDER





REGULAR $6.00 NOW $5.40
Effective Now Till Christmas



















See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE
Complete Selection Of The All New
1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!
—4, Highest Trade-In Allowanoes Ever
New Mustang GT Hardtop
ALL 1965 FORDS MUST GO ...
Including Trawls, Demonstrafers, Company Cite and Emotive Cars
FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
;ar "  2461 
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500
  FOR EXAMPLE 
0° FULL I
USED CAR BARGAINS!
new I nunderbird Town Landau
'51 5050 
deo. •Ned















'fie coley. NCII.UP $400
Seed tendilles
'fie Mee oeleell elpe Siete
Mane. •••••••nc pownire 0W19.
FIRST COW, IIRST HIVED! CHAROI YOUR DOWN PATMINTI
Register Here for 5,715 Valuable
Prizes to Ile Given Away—Including
15 NEW '66 FORDS
.
New Falcon Future Sports Coupe with optional vinyl roof covering
'60 Studebaker
5is,on wiper. Real she,".
3405
Neter $21.1g Per Mo.
'61 Talrd '62 Chevrolet
Power and air, 11595
Notes $54.17,,, 144.
Flectsidai MOM:
Notts $17.gi Pit $4%
6,46areetri/VIII
Fairlane 500 Hardtop (Feirlane GT Hardtop shown On pg. 2)
'6.3 *fora
ourie Al. Power cruise.
onlatic sod air, silos
holes $54.12 Per Me,
Cowart Metre 51610t
waseri. Weed. awl
Nowa 1132.17 Ter Mo.
New LTD by Ford ... 4-Door Hardtop
'63 lord
isrks en the shit. MIN%
ho,.. $3,.71 Plit NO.







,W00111 $53.21 Per M.
MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, GT 350 and COBRA
Herff Ford has a ear to suit the profession; Lawyer, Doctor, Teacher, Government Worker,
Factory Worker, Domestic; and a plan to assure you of buying at Herff Ford • Sunun•r Ayr'.
NO DOWN PAYMENT — 'TRACE INS ACCEPTED
HERFF FORD
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The Invisible Empire
Since 1865 America has
sheltered, coddled and excused
the Ku Klux Klan as a neces-
sary evil in the framework of
democracy. Thus a secret, mys-
tic world of rituals and strange
passwords, of Knights and
Dragons, of blazing crosses,
hooded floggers and murderers
has flourished right under the
nose of the law.
Shortly after the Civil War,
the Knights of the Invisible
Empire propagated their faith
exclusively in the South. But in
the 1920's the Klan became a
nation-wide power with more
than four million members, us-
ing its influence to elect gov-
ernors and senators from New
England to California.
Now, a century after its
founding, the Invisible Empire
finds itself the focus of a Con-
gressional inquiry. Its imperial
wizard invoked the 5th Amend-
ment 79 times on the ground
that truthful answers to ques-
tions asked by the House Un-
American Activities Committee
might tend to incriminate him.
No one knows what will be
accomplished other than that
Americans will get a close look
at a macabre world of violence
and mystic hocus-pocus. One
thing seemingly certain is that
the House Un-American Activi-
ties Committee is also on trial.
The committee did not relish
the idea of investigating the
Klan. It had had ample oppor-
tunity and justification to un-
dertake the inquiry long ago
under its own weight. It had to
be prodded into action. Not un-
til the public's demand for a
probe of the Invisible Empire
had reached an hysterical cres-
cendo did the committee set the
stage for the present inquiry.
A doubting public is watch-
ing to see whether the probe
is a mere theatrical camouflage
or an honest attempt to expose
the Ku Klux Klan as a danger-
011R un-American organization
which threatens the very foun-
dation of American democracy.
Testimony given in open
court by agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation has es-
tablished beyond reasonable
doubt the guilt of klansmen in
every-murder case in which the
victim was a civil-rights work-
er. We may never know how
many men have met death at
the hands of the hooded mem-
bers of the Invisible Empire.
One accounl told of how a Ne-
gro in Terrell, Tkaa, had been
doused with oil and burned to
death before several hundred
assembled klansmen.
If this is a government of
laws and not of men, as we are
often reminded by those in
flower, dissolution of the Invisi-
ble Empire by act of Congress
will not be a political issue, but




with which Chicago nurses and
other personnel are responding
to the call for service in the
rural areas of Viet Nam where
they are desperately needed is
a reassuring demonstration of
the faith reposed in our coun-
try's commitment in the South-
east Asian conflict. America's
involvement in,. this distant out-
post goes beyond mere adher-
ence to moral principles. At
stake is the survival of a
friendly nation struggling to
preserve its democratic identi-
ty against Communist infringe-
ment. Failure to halt the
spread of Communism there
may, in time, have disastrous
consequences for America's
own security.
The negent need for niirvinn•
and allied services in Viet Nam
cannot be over-stettd. Fasen.
tie] though they are to the peo-
ple's health and general well
being, they fulfill another func-
tion equally important: that of
bolstering the morale of the
Viet Namese masses, upon
whose determination rests the
eventual resolution of the issue
of war or peace.
Viewed in the perspective
of national safety, all of us
have a stake in the Asian con-
flict. Those who are called upon
to tender their professional ser-
vices to the cause of democratic
survival should consider them-
selves fortunate. For ' serving
one's country in times of crisis
is one of the most honorable
and lofty acts of patriotism
that can be performed by loyal
citizens.
The greater the number of
Chicago nurses who register
for service in Viet Nam, the
greater the honors that will
come to our city when the final
nage of the ledger is made pub-
lic. Let all who can therefore
translate enthusiasm into
deeds that will help shorten the
conflict in Asia.
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A Song Of Freedom
The appearance this fall of
an excellent little volume of
poetry, "Solitudes Crowded
With Loneliness," by a rising
young Negro poet, Bob Kauf-
man of San Francisco, set me
to thinking how, almost from
the first, the basic subject
matter of Negro poetry even
200 years ago in America, has
been freedom. Freedom f r o '
slavery, freedom from Ku Klux
Klanism, freedom from dis-
crimination, freedom to vote,
freedom to go to school, free-
dom to work and buy a cup of
coffee.
Whatever forms Negro poe-
try has taken in the last cen-
tury, ranging from coventional
English couplets and q u a t-
rains to free verse, from light
lyrics to the sonnet, from the
blues and spirituals to the high-
ly personalized beatnik con-
cepts of some of the younger
black poets in Greenwich Vill-
age or San Francisco, the sub-
ject has remained more or less
constant — the problems of
freedom in a white dominated
society.
As were most Negro poets
a 100 years ago, today most
are still protest poets. and such
poets are the most popular
with the Negro public. When
Claude McKay came out of the
Caribbean to the United States
to pubish in 1922 his "Harlem
Shadows," the poem that at-
tained lasting fame and great
popularity was his militant
sonnet "If We Must Die."
This poem was a protest
against mob rule and the mon-
strous barbarity of the race
riots which plagued America
in the second decade of our
country, and its advice to fight
back struck a responsive chord
in Negroes.
When Countee Cullen in 1925
published "C o I o r," his first
volume of lyric poetry, the
poem "Incident" about a little
white boy in Baltimore w h o
called another little boy "nig-
ger." soon became the most
widely reprinted. And like
these poems directly concern-
ed with the race problem, my
own poem, "I Too, Sing Ameri-
ca" written in 1920 has over
the years been frequently tran-
slated in numerous magazines
and anthologies around t h e
world.
The desire of the Negro peo-
n, to. be an %Opal part of
American life is a majority de-
sire.
Tn any case, over the Years.
the most Pertinent subiect mat-
ter in Negro poetry has been
not love, roses, moonlight, or
death or sorrow in the abstract,




tional problems related there-
unto in a land that has treated
its black citizens, intluding
poets, like pariash.
Only a very few Negro writ-
ers have been able to escape
the impact on their lives of
this white shadow across
America.
9ur time today -is the time
of celdr from Selma to Saigon,
and of the heartaches an d
heartbreaks of racial conflict
from Cape Town to Chicago. A
poet may. try • to hide in the
bosuns of pzr* Pound as much
as he pleases, but the realities
of conflict are inescapable. The
color problem is a drag on the
whole world, not just on the
Negro poetry.
The only Pulitzer Prize win-
ning poet of color, Gwendolyn
Brooks, has written that Ne-
gro poets "are twice tried."
They have to write poetry, and
they have to remember that
they are Negroes. Often they
wish that they could solve the
Negro question once and f o r
all, and go on from such suc-
cess to the composition of tex-
tured sonnets or buoyant vil-
lanells about the transience of
a raindrop, or the gold stuff of
the sun."
The Most famous contem-
porary Negro writer, James
Baldwin, himself a poet in
prose, was at the beginning of
h i a career inclined toward
"non-propaganda" writing. He
once coupled an essay of
his in "perspectives U S A 2,"
1952, denouncing "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" with one by Richard
Gibson denouncing what might
be termed t h e negritude of
American Negro literature.
Both pieces were published to-
gether under the heading,
"'Two Protests Against Pro-
telst."
Today. 15 years later, no
black writer writes stronger
protest literature than Bald-
win. The weight of the Negro
orOblem has caused him to out.
Torn "Uncle Twee Cabin." I
Imagine some of the young Ne-
gro poets of the avant garde
schools today who insist on
writing n on racially might,
after .it few more years of Ku
Kiss Klan headlines, become
ardollit — or even chauvinistic
— racialists' themselves, espe-
cially should they happen to
be visiting Harlem during a
night of rights, or feel a white
officer's club against their
poetic heads.
My poirtt is not that all
young poets should perforce
*Re racially if they are black.
It is simply that in America it
is almost impossible for Negro




Why Is Buckley Running?
One of the most clever arch-
Conservatives in this country
(and this political group has
many clever men in its ranks)
is William Buckley, Jr., editor
and lecturer. Buckley (not to
be confused with the man
they call Boss Buckley in the
Bronx) was one of the mem-
bers of the high command of
the Goldwater forces.
This gentleman, it will be
remembered, caused a storm
of controversy to arise when
he addressed a meeting of
Catholic New York City po-
licemen and took a stand
pa•ainst the creation of a ci-
vilian review board, insisted
that the outcry against the
brutality of Alabama police,
prior to the famous Montgom-
ery to Selma March, was so
much hogwash and depicted
the victims of that brutality
as the real "bad guys."
Buckley has a very clever
way of saying the most racist
things and making it appear
that he is arguing only in the
interest of morality and logic-.
During the current mayor-
alty campaign, Bill Buckley,
with his quick wit and adroit-
ness as a debator, has attract-
ed much attention. He claims
that one of the reasons he is
running is that John Lindsay
has become a traitor to the
Renublican Party and that he
—Buckley — truly represents
a Republican point of view —
Conservative style.
Like other prominent Re-
publicans, Buckley has de-
nounced t he John Birehers
and the extreme right. But
we wonder how sincere this
sudden moral passion is. He
did not denounce the lunatic
fringe when Senator Gold-
water was aided.
All of Buckley's indignation
Is directed against Lindsay.
It would appear then that he
is hoping to bring about the
election of the Democratic
ennaidlite. Ahraham Beame.
We like Comptroller Beame.
Tie is a decent man. But we
believe it would be a mon-
strous 4inme if New Yorkers
were fooled into falling for
what seems to be Buckley's
principal purpose — to des-
troy whatever there is left of
the Republican Party.
More than 800,000 New
Yorkers voted for Goldwater.
Buckley does not hope to win.
His hope seems to be that he
will produce a large enough
Conservative vote to defeat
Lindsay and to prove to the
world that significant num-
bers of New Yorkers can be
swayed by anneals to racial
division obstruction of the
nrorrress of civil rights and
enal onnortnnity.
We hone Buckley fails in his
r
-We hone so. not only be-
cause of our faith in John
T,indsav as a stand-up guy,
but also because of our con-






The Karl Marx Tomb
Some Cuban exiles have tried
to blow up Karl Marx's tomb
in Highgate Cemetery, Lon-
don.
It was a most foolhardy and
futile project. Whoever, be-
sides Castro, may be responsi-
ble for their exile, it is not
that stone marker above the
grave of Karl Marx that has
caused them to lose their pro-
perty and their homes.
In fact, it is not even the
ideas of Karl Marx that
brought Castro into power
nor Mao Tze-tung, nor Stalin
and his successors. The Karl
Marx philosophy has nothing
whatever to do with what has
happened in Cuba, Russia, or
China.
A year after the Russian re-
volution, they threw Karl Marx
overboard 11 n d established
self • perpetuating totalitarian
state. The Russian leaders, as
well as the leaders of Cuba
and China have been concerned
with maintaining their power
and silencing all who oppose
them.
As for the philosophy _ of
Marx himself, not a single one
of his prophecies has come
true. H I s testament "D a s
Kanital" was written for an
early Victorian era and has
about as much relevance to
the world today as the mans
of the 13th Century which call-
ed the Atlantic, the sea of
darkness. Even the "class war"
idea which was still discussed
50 years after Marx died, has
been laid to rest.
Not even the Negro share-
croopers of the Deep South
would buy that idea. They
fight for one thing mainly: to
participate in in class
velum and as quickly an possi-
ble. Marx had no idea what .a
short jump it is from a near
starvation diet to the hair-
dresser, the electric icebox, and
the bridge game.
Of course Castro speaks for
hours at a stretch calling the
name of Karl Marx a hundred
times and this would shock the
daylights out if the old mis-
guided economist.
He thought the agricultural
nations such as Russia a n d
China (and Cuba) would be
the last people on earth to em-
brace his ideas. The tevolution,
he thought, would come among
the industrial workers, w h o
will one day "lose their chains."
But Marx did not envision lip-
stick, social security, and the
sale of nine million new auto-
mobiles every year.
The Russians have his pic-
ture on the wall and so do the
Chinese and the Cubans. The
picture serves to fool the peo-
ple into thinking the regime
has substance, rather than the
suspicion that it is nothing
more th a n an oligarchy, a
state-ism interested in p e r-
petuating itself a n d not in
ideology.
And those pictures of Karl
Marx in Russia, China, and
Cuba are a same advantage
that it serves the Soviets, the
Chinese Reds and the Cubans.
In South Africa. for in-
stance, they prosecute people
who oppose Apartheid under a
law c a 11 e d. "Suppression of
Communism," so old Karl Mtfrx,
not only serves Castro, but al-
so makes a contribution to the
maintenance of racial segrega-
tion in South Africa,
Poor Marx, a silly old man
does not know that our own
Far Right can ruin a man by
calling him "Marxist," that, a
man so "accused" lacks the
ronneg and the guts to sue.
If Karl Marx knew all of this
the Cuban exiles wouldn't have
to blow up his tombstone, he'd





































































































































































GRADUATE HUNT — A committee of the
Interracial Council for Business Opportunity,
above, meets' at its New York City headquar-
ipeors and discusses its experimental program,w under way, to encourage more high-school
and college students to choose business ca-
reers. Members of the group, the I.C.B.O.'s
Educational Counseling and Employment
Committee, listen to the committee's co-chair-
man, Robert B. Braswell, standing, who is
himself a financial analyst in the Treasurer's
Department of Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey). The Council for Business Opportunity
aids developing Negro enterprises, as one of graph Corporation
its main objectives, by offering economic con-
sultation and assistance to such small bus-
inesseg. Mr. Braswell has a -BA. in eeono
mica from Morehouse College, Atlanta, and
post-graduate degrees in business administra-
tion and economics from Rutgers and the
University of Illinois. A bachelor, he lives in
Manhattan. He is also aiding the War on Po-
verty effort as a director of the Lower Man-
hattan Small Business Development and Op-
portunities Corporation. Before he joined
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), lie was
on the staff of the Business Planning Depart-
ment of the International Telephone and Tale-
New Harlem Groups Pose
Threat In Harlem Tension
NEW YORK —(NPI)— Two youths who were "prepared to
threatened to blow the lid off
were halted. 
die" if the HARYOU-ACT pro-
Harletn youth groups have
"Haryou-Act bought time
atirlem's seething unrest with this movement,' he said, "The Black Arts Repertory
wOne of them, called the "Five indicating that his agency had Theater School" received $44,-
Percenters," has been described influenced the "movement" not 000 from HARYOU-ACT this
as a small hoodlum gang that riot last summer. summer to put on "cultural
Wingate said he was too field demonstrations," it wash i d hate ilos-
munist China. The group had
been a beneficiary of HARYOU-




Pentecostal Temple Church of
God In Christ will again cli-
max its Expansion Project Ral-
ly, Sunday, November 7, 1965.
This is the first time Bishop J.
0. Patterson, the pastor )tas
headed 'the drive, and the goal
for this year Is $20,000-
h Steering Committee,
headed by Bishop Patterson,
has sponsored two major acti-
vities, a Boat nevival-ride on
the Mississippi river and a wild
game dinner.
Pentecostal Temple's 1 o n g- Temple, his church at that time
range plans include opening of had around 40 members, but
Its day care center in the Fall through faith and hard work
of 1966, building a new sanctu- he and the members were able
ary and converting the present to erect their present structure.
'one into an educational build-
ing and side auditorium, pur-
chasing a bus and a Mercy Wa-
gon to go throughout the city
to serve the needs of the sick
and needy, a n d wider radio
outreaches.
Pentecostal Temple members
are proud of its rapid growth
from a very small and meager
beginning on Woodlawn street
to its present location.
When Bishop Patterson h a d
the vision to build Pentecostal
40 Elementary Majors
Do Student Teaching
Forty LeMoyne seniors major- Marine Hobbs Jackson, firm-
ing in elementary education ley: Carol JoAnn Laws, Cald-
well; Erma Lee Laws, Georgia;have begun their student teach-
Evelyn Louise Lewis, Kansas;
ing in local public schools, it Geraldine R. Lynom, Walker;
was announced by Mrs. Alpheus- Tealie Collins McClendon, Shan-
se Hunnicutt, acting chairmanmon; Georgia Elaine Mayhorn,
of the college's division of edu- Georgia; Mamie Mays, Florida;
wcat lihoen. Willie T. Miles, Walker; Shirley
practice teaching period H. Mitchell, Georgia;
continue for six weeks, with Aline Collins Nelson, Cumnt-
each participating senior as ings; Geraldine J. Nelson, Kan-
signed to a classroom under sup-Isas; Annie Lee Rainey, Wiscon-
ervision of a regular teacher am; Roble Louise Shaw, Leath;
About 80 LeMoyne seniors, imilda J. Smith, Walker; ldella D.
eluding those in the field of sec- Sullivan, Douglass; Jacqueline
ondary education, will do their Ann Thomas, Walker; Lillie
student leaehipg next semester, Pearl Van Pelt, Lincoln; Bernie
according to Mrs. Hunnicutt. Washington, Airy;
Seniors assigned to classrooms Edna Margaret White, A. B.
this semester are: Marva R. Hill; Alma Williams, Cumm-
Brow n, Kansas; Jacqueline ngs;. Canary LeGail Williams,
Bruce, Klondike; Aubrey M. Walker; Edith Hubbard Wil-
Bryant, Hanley; Gloria Jean lams, Magnolia; Neely WI!-
Copeland, Norris; Laura Echols, Hams, Ilanley; Darcieen Woods
Douglass; Maggie II. Ewards, Willis, A. B. Hill; Cathelia Barr;
Lincoln; Emma L. Evans, Mag. Lincoln; Stanley Bryant, Cum-
nolia ; Joan Anita Hampton, Nor- mines, and Vema Laeey Choice,
ris; Georgia L. Hodges, Norris. Ford Road.
MISS E. ('Alt
Unis of Memphis invites you into a world
Tea Room Modeling each Saturday after-
noon. Charm and Modeling courses taught each
1712 Netherwood.
'Vote
WASHINGTON — P1) —
Federal examiners were on
their way to 12 more deep
South counties under orders
from Atty. Gen. Nicholas Kat-c amp one a P frightened for his life to give cevealed. ---ophy" against both whites and any more information about Director of the school, LeRof
Negroes the "movement." "If I tell you Jones, said he was unable to •
The group, allegedly Involved too much about this organize- say whether any of his collea-
in several muggings and beat. don, I'll be the 'late Wingate'," gues had taken part in the de-
ings last spring, is said to be he said. monstration. But he made it
the outgrowth of an older, mi-
litant, anti 4.hite group known
as the Blood Brothers which
police, in 1963, linked to the
murder of saveral white per-
sons in Harlem.
Members of the group told
police they had adopted the
name "Five Percenters" be-
clear that he did not disegree
with the views that were ex-
pressed.
"There are a lot of people in
blaek nations all over the world
Who want to kill white people,"
said Jones a noted playwright
"Some are in Africa and some
are porters here."
cause "85 per cent of the Ne. Among Jones' recent plays
groes are like cattle, 10 pee lice. are "Dutchman," -The Slave,"
cent are Uncle Toms, and we This occurred less thah an and "The Toilet," all of which
are the 5 per cent who know hour after Powell had scoffed aqwere performed off-Broadway
what belongs to us." threats of a Negro revolt in last year.
Harlem. Powell and Beanie
were the targets of threats from
a group of hecklers while the
two politicians toured Harlem.
The "Black Art" group was
described as a Harlem extre-
mist group sympathetic to Corn-
Estimates of the strength of
the group run between 50-100
members. Youths who identify
th the group are said to one-
-ite in the Bedford-Stuyvesant
area of Brooklyn as well as in
Harlem.
Warnings of a Negro revolt
in Harlem were sounded by
Livingston L. Wingate, execu-
tive director, Ilaryou-Aet anti-
poverty program.
Livingston said such a revolt
might break out if HARYOU-
ACT's program, under fire be-
cause of alleged mismanage-
ment of funds — is curbed.
The program director warned
of a mysterious Harlem "move-
ment" made up of desperate
COPS FOR RED ROUTES
SEOUL, Korea — (UPI) —
Specially trained policemen have
been assigned to checkpoints
along known Communist infil-
tration routes from the North,
ii was disclosed.
The action was taken because
of recently stepped-up terrorist
aivities by Communist Norrean agents.
Meanwhile, another Harlem
militant organization reared its
head. According to aides to Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell, (D.—
N. Y.), members of the "Black
Art" joined others in surround-
ing Powell and Abraham D.
Beame, New York Democratic
candidate for mayor, forcing
the Congressman to call tbe po-.
Jones denied knowledge of the
"Five Percenters," but added
that if the objectives of that or-
ganization were as represented,
then he favored them, just as
he did "any idea to end white
domination of the world."
Metropolitan Drops
Racial Lending Bars
NEW YORK — (NPI — An ment the policy; to introduce
agreement with Metropolitan Negro brokers to firm coffees-
Life Insurance company was
reached recently by the NAACP
on four basic steps to reduce
the present barriers faced by
Negroes seeking mortgage
money to purchase property.
The agreement was the result
of a series of conferences be-
tween the NAACP and insurance
officials, both in New York and
Chicago.
Metropolitan agreed to the re-
affirmation of its non-discrim-
ination policy, to urge its mort-
gage correspondents to imple-
1965 EBONY FASHION FAIR
TIIE 1965 EBONY FASHION FAIR, sponsored by the
Mmephis Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
to be presented at the Municipal Auditorium Munic
Hall on Nov. 17, 1965.
The traveling fashion show is sponsored by Ebony,
a Negro • oriented publication for charitable purposes
in some 64 cities this year.
Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, 1678 Riverside Blvd., chair-
man.
pondents, and to see to it that if
new correspondents are needed,
appointments would be based
solely on merit and potential.
The agreement is the culmi-
nation of a drive undertaken
jointly by the NAACP and the
United Mortgage Bankers as-
sociatinon, to break down bar-
riers in the mortgage lending
field, both against the Negro
borrower and the Negro lender.
Among those representing the
NAACP were Dr. John A. Mor
sell, assistant executive direc-
tor, New York; Dempsey J
Travis, president, United Mort-
gage Brokers Association, Chic-
ago; and Q. V. Williamson, pres-
ident, National Association of
Real Estate Brokers, Atlanta.
FINDS DEAD PORPOISE
GLASGOW, Scotland — (UPI)
— An attendant found a dead
64-pound, four foot porpoise in
the rest room at Glasgow Cen-







Irons 10;00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. and
Irons 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Mt mphis. Tenn.
Dicks' To Dixie
At Negro College Mee seiraf ne rap n''c.Negroes. They will open theirhe e rwe t he he ag tss tfeoautinedn iof f•
offices early next week.
LAWRENCEVILLE, Va. —
Dr. James W. Tyler, director
of the Human Development
Project jointly sponsored in
Richmond, Va:, by the Ford
Foundation -and the Richmond
City School Board, 'declared
here that "nlaretnent of coun-
selors in elementary schools,
particularly the large ones, is
sorely needed."
Dr. Tyler was one of four
prominent educators on the
Program of the fall conference
of the Department of Higher
Education of t h e Virginia
Teachers Association held at
Saint Paul's College.
The VTA department session
was attended by 200 delegates
of both races from six pre-
dominantly Negro colleges in
the state, Virginia Union Uni-
versity, Saint Paul's College,
Virginia State College, Norfolk
State College, Virginia Semi-
nary and College and Hampton
Institute.
Also heard were Dr. J. Ru-
pert Picott, Richmond, execu-
tive secretary of the VTA; Presi-
dent Earl M. MeClenney of
Saint Paul's; and Dr. Albert L.
Alford deputy director of the
office of legislation of the U.S.
Office of Education Department
of Health, Educatior. and Wel-
fare.
Dr. Tyler said -that there are
three essentials in aiding de-
pressed areas: the development
of an understanding of the na-
ture of disadvantaged sectors,
increased stress on the art of
reading, and a marshalling of
all community resources.
Dr. Picott asserted that,
"those who have advantages'
must be more concerned with'
what is inside the economically






We just received e big ship-
ment of the latest style
suits in one and two buttons.
L shaped lapels in the finest
Sharkskin, 100% Wool, Wool
and Mohair and blends in fan-
tastic new colors- Iridescent,
maroon, blue, black, green &
many oth•r colors. Also high
collar shirts in all colors- and
collars, tab and button down
and conventional.
Charge Account
LANSKY BROS. MEN'S SHOP
Corner Beata & S•cond Strares Ph. 525-5401
menls of our population, be
they white or Negro."
The VTA secretary urged
that "the best teachers in every
school district be assigned to
slum areas to offset the handi-
caps of the poor and deprived."
He argued that "more colleges
must embrace remedial educa-
tional Programs instead of re-
garding them as unwelcome
chores."
Dr. Picott produced an ob-
viously shocked reaction among
his listeners when he flatly as-
serted that "too many disad-
vantaged professors are Pro-
ducing disadvantaged teachers,
who in turn produce disadvan-
taged pupils.
lie deplored the trend in
some institutions away from
technical and trade curricula.
Dr. Alford reviewed the vast-
ly expanding role of the federal
government in aiding education
from the kindergarten to the
graduate school. He said a to-
tal of $43 billion dollars Is
spent annually in the United
States on education, of which
the national government fur-
nishes $314 billion.
He offered the following high-
lights of federal support of edu-
cation: Over 100,000 students
from low income families are
attending college under the
work-study program, which
pays from $1.25 to $1.50 per
hour for a maximum of 15
hour; weekly. Four out of five
zenbach to speed registration of
Negro voters before next year's
primary elections.
Acting after complaints from
civil rights leaders that he was
moving too slowly to enforce
the new voting rights act, Kat-
zenbach deplored sl owdown
, tactics of Southern officials.
Ile sent examiners to South
Carolina for the first time and
listed additional counties In
IMississippl, Alabama and Lou'
could not otherwise attend col-
I lege.
There are 7,800,000 students
enrolled in federally-aided vo-
cational and technical schools.
This is a 30 per cent increase
over 1964.
In an implied warning to oth-
er Southern voting officials, the
Attorney General said:
"In evaluating complaince
with the Voting Rights Act, we
look for full compliance — not
only the suspension of unlaw-
ful literacy tests, but the provi-
Ghana Envoy Approved
WASHINGTON — (NPI) —
Franklin II. Williams, 47, form-
er U.S. representative to UNE-
SCO under the late U.S.-UN Am-
bassador Adlai E. Stevenson,
cleared the first hurdle on his
way to being approved for the
post of ambassador to Ghana.
The Senate Foreign Relations
committee approved the nom-
ination by President Johnson of
the third Negro to be given an
ambassadorial post since last
July. Williams is 47.
The Flushing, N.Y.-born form-
er assistant attorney-general of
California came to the UN post
via service in the Peace Corps
as consultant to the U.S. delega-
tion to the 32nd UNESCO con-
ference in Geneva, Switzerland,
and as advisor to the 1961 U.S.
delegation at the UN General
assembly.
A graduate of Lincoln univers-
ity and Fordham University
Law School, he also served as
UNIS OF MEMPHIS OPENS . . . Miss Eunice Carruthers
stands midst friends, flowers and telegrams during her
Grand Opening last Saturday of Unix of Memphis, 1712
Netherwoorl, a unique shop featuring ladles ready to wear.
H. A. Caldwell of Universal Life insurance company gave
the opening address, on "The Negro Woman In Business."
assistant NAACP special coun-
sel, and as secretary-counsel of





(UPI) — Prosecutors investi-
gated the death of a newborn
baby declared dead by hospi-
tal authorities a n d entombed
alive in a coffin.
But when her husband, Man-
fred, arrived at the hospital
he was told the three-pound in-
fant had died at birth, prose-
cutors said.
Despite hospital restrictions
forbidding him to view the
baby's body, Weg found h is
way to the building's cellar
where the coffin w a s being
kept. On opening the lid he
discovered that the infant was
alive.
sion of reasonable access to
new applicants.
"Where masses of unregister-
ed citizens are seeking to regi-
ster for the first time, local
registrars must talc* the neces-
sary steps to meet this new de-
mand promptly."
The new counties are Jeffer-
son, Neshoba, Hinds, De Soto,
Holmes and Walthall in Missis-
sippi; Autauga, Elmore and
Greene in Alabama; Clarendon
and Dorchester in ,South Caro-
lina, a n d West Feliciana in
Louisiana.
Ordered South was the fifth
and biggest group of U.S. ex-
aminers dispatched since t h e
Voting Rights Act became law
in August. It brought to 32 the
number of counties where ex-
aminers have helped Negroes
register — 15 in Mississippi, 10
n Alabama, 5 in Louisiana and
2 in South Carolina.
The Supreme Court has under
advisement Katzenbach's re-
quest for a prompt ruling on
the constitutionality of the Vot-
ing Rights Law. State courts in
Alabama, Louisiana and Missis-
sippi have granted injunctions
removing from local voter lists
the Negroes so far registered
by the federal examiners.
Katzenhach said government
surveys indicate that more than
110,000 Negroes have been regi-
stered by local officials since
the Voting Rights Act was sign-
ed into law. Of these, 56,119
were certifi,ed by federal
examiners.
Sen. Strom Thurmond, (R-
S.C.), attacked Katzenbach's
order, saying federal examim-
ers were "not wanted, not need-
ed and not welcome in any
county in South Carolina."
Registration procedures used
by South Carolina counties
"have already been liberalized
to meet demands whic h, in
many cases, were unreasonable
and unwarranted," he said.
Katzenbach's action "is an
exercise of raw power," Thur-
mond added. "It is an abuse of
discretion by the administra-
tion in a program to perpetuate
itself in office."
aiodeln displayed their merchandise by modeling for custom-
ers. Mrs. J. G. Hulbert demonstrated the artistic designs
In jewelry. Prizes were given away. To culminate are
evening, Mr. and Mrs. John Carruthers honoured Miss
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Pre-Sweet Frozen Large II
PEAS & CARROTS 20Ba0gz. QC
Morton's Frozen
Apple Rings or Cinnamon
Raisin Rings
RINGS39c
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

















SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS . . . Scholarship winners and
runner-ups for the Miss Loyal Educational Contest spon-
sored by the Loyal Educational Club are shown at the home
of Mrs. Ruby Bankhead, 1268 Gill at the Miss Loyal Edu-
cational Crowning ceremonies. From left Miss Frenchie
Lee Stewart a sophomore at Melrose High School; Miss
Barbara Kelley, a senior at Hamilton High School; Miss




TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
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Woodstock Girl
Is A Finalist
Miss Barbara Ann Cohn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
derson Bowers, 4966 Siglers
Lane, Millington, is a finalist
in the 1965-66 National Achieve-
ment Scholarship Program for
outstandink Negro students.
second place winner; Miss Cherry Gilkey, a student at
Henderson Business College; and Miss Loyal Education,
Miss Eugenia Littlejohn, a graduate of Ilamilton High
School and now a student at the Memphis Technical Voca-
tional Training School. Since they were organized five years
ago, the members of the Club have given 15 scholarships
to deserving boys and girls.
Honor Students Named ident of the French Circle.
R. J. Roddy is principal of
At Lincoln Elementary
the school and James Leaks is
' Miss Cohn's home-room teach-er.
, Lincoln Elementary school,
of which Bennie M. Batts is
principal, announces the honori
students for the first six-week
period.
' 1-02 grade, Mrs. C. A.
Minis, teacher: Mitchell John.:
son, Jr., Ilickie Curathers,'
Daisey A. Wilson, Veronica K.
Jennings.
1-03 grade Mrs. E. R. John-
son, teacher: Lisa G. Parks
and Charles Taylor.
1-04 grade, Mrs. M. Howard,
teacher: Isadore Shipp.
1-05 grade, Mrs. Cora L. Be-
teet teacher: Carla Ceazer,
Barbara Rivers, Bessie Kil-
patrick, Stanie R. Smith, Ray
A. Williams and Everett Jones.
2-06 grade, Mrs. Carolyn S.
Greene, teacher: Daryl Hod-
ges, Michael Hugghis and .Cas-
sandra Zollicoffer.
2-07 grade, Mrs. E. P. Wil-









"New" is not always "best." That's why today's modern people choose Old Taylor 86 with its rich, old-
fashioned flavor. 78-year-old flavor so smooth and mellow it's better than "new." Try it! Kentucky
Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof, The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort and Louisville, Ky.
Sarah Gray, Debra Jackson
Jackson and Benda Sweeting. '
3-01 grade, Mrs. E. Wallace,1
teacher: June Belinda Ed-
wards, Juanita Liggins, Roy l
L Meeks, Billy C. Myles, Wayne
Z. Parks and Donald Ray
Smith.
3-C2 grade, Miss E. Kim-
brough. teacher: Rhonda Good-1
man, James Oliver, Russell
Williams and Van Esta Risby.'
3-04 grade, Mrs. M. W. 0'-,
Neal, teacher: Adrian Mosley 1
and Colleen Robinson.
3-06 grade, Mrs. LB. Matlock,
teacher: Walter Gaines, Den-
nis Lytle, Mitchell Thomnson,
Louise Rutledge, Linda Sears
and Carolyn Simms.
4-01 grade, Miss Lois J.
Williams, teacher: James Bry-
ant, Alonzo Harris, Debra Jon-
es, Debra Sweeting and Joyce
Spicer.
9-02 grade, Mrs. B.B. Hunt,
teacher: Gloria Parham, Joyce
Hodges. Cheryl Stevenson,
Anita Glenn and Melvin Ander-
son.
4-03 grade, Mrs. W. C. Satter-
field, teacher: Valerie Franklin
and Carol Gordon.
4-07 grade, Mrs. E. H. War-
ren, teacher: Deborah Capers,
Cheyl Elliott, Janice Langston
and Robert Colbert.
5-01 grade, Mrs. R.A. Hood,
teacher: Michael Anderson,
Sonta Askew, Charlie Gant,
Merlean Jones, Acqunette
Robinson and Charles Temple.
5-02 grade, Mrs. G.G. Brad.
flax, teacher: Aldore Collier,
James Cowan, Deborah Davis,
Marilyn Horlin and Brenda
Rutledge.
5-03 grade, Mrs. B.R. Cotr,
teacher: Billye D. Brown, Ellie
L. Crawford David E. Erving,
Henry 0. Henley, Alice Faye
James and Margaret Love.
5-04 ;grade, Mrs. M. B. Bry-
ant, teacher: Glen Mason,
Larry Robinson and Barbara
Thomas.
5-05 grade, Mrs. S. M. Robert-
son. teacher: Jeffery Cohran,
Anthony Davis.
She is a senior at Woodstock
High School where she is a
member of the Future Home-
makers of America, the Mathe-
matics and Science club, the
Honor Society, and a past pres-
CUB SCOUT — Pictured in his
Boy Scout uniform recently
was Samuel Davis, Jr., son of
Mr. -and Mrs. Samuel Davis,
Sr., of 1058 E. McLemore. Sam•
uel is a member of a First
Baptist Church Beale and a




NEW YORK — (NP!) — The
National Young Democrats con-
vention's action calling for milk
vigorous enforcement of curreIll,
civil rights and passage of addi-
tional legislation was hailed by
Congressman John Conyers, Jr.
(D-Mich.).
In a speech before the House
of Representatives, Conyers
termed the NYD's stand as "an
excellent summary of America's
unfinished business in assuring
that equality and dignity can
be a living reality for all Am-
ericans."
The Young Democrats' con-
vention full'iled the special as-
signment give., to them by Vice
President Hubert .7'. Humphrey
in his speech to the convention.
He urged the assemblage to be
the conscience of the national
Democratic party so that it
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Today•stert your ayaw•y plan for holiday items at For,-
n•' Clothi•r. Clothing for th• whol• family, only a lisw
dollars, p•r week will store your layaway or charge.
Come today & ••• our srnart•st s•lections in clothing for
men, Wbfft•11 & children. W• welcorn• your busin•ss, with
Courteous service,.
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The latest task force sent to Chicago by the Agency for
International Development (AID) can claim success in their
efforts to find civilian voluntemis fm- 225 jobs of 451 applicants
who have appeared, 399 were qualified!
Arthur Hughes, director of Management for Far East
Bureau of AID and Hubert W. Porter, coordinator sought
nurses, provincial officers, lab technicians, secretaries and
refugee officers to be assigned to Viet Nam.
Of the 26 lab technicians who applied. 15 qualified. It is
still not too late to apply, and while Illinois' Politics is far called because no admission is, Today', secretary not ‘•only I Still, any secretary worth herreaching enough to be an ideal Pilot city, lab technicians from charged, is held annually it itakes shorthand and types. She salt Can dress pretty much the fromanywhere in the U.S. can apply to the following address: Franklinton, the seat of Wash-t handles and answers mal11! 
place ot place.
• • •
Ington Parish, way she wants. The secret?makes appointments; books I con.
like 
imon sense. Provided she
subtly,h i 
A girl in a suburban office




when the Voters League copying machines; goes along
manners and doesn't dress in can get away
picketed to discourage Negro on trips, meets, wards off and
along I exaggerated fashion, :she can II:triable'than her downtown sisters who,
attendance. John Hamilton, 19, 
for current sty-wear what she wishes to work, feel the need
a white CORE worker from Los 
ire-routes callers; and handles and the boss won't raise an lesi And she can figure her
Angeles, was arrested for al- 
a variety of other office ch 'ores. eyebrow. clothes bill will be at least one-
legedly carrying a knife. We know the boss appreciates!1 For example, consider the
However, several witnesses 
third less.
• • •her skills, but what about her boss's dislike of too much
irnake-up. What he really ob.observed parishfashion taste? However, although suburban
the weapon in l opinion)ects to is OBVIOUS make-up offices tend to be more casual
Pocket before (wives included), the 
l executive 
than their downtown counter- •average— the emerald eye-shadow and '
by at•I bright red lipstick he cannot parts, they also are more con-
La. Fair
Mixes For
1st Time Does the I)(.)8
cretary dresses!
The Boss' View Of Secretarial Fashions
have any opinions on how his
You bet he does.
A man-to-man talk with bosses across the na-
tion conducted by a survey team of the 3M brand
copying products people un-
covered the bosses' candid re- tractive young secretaries unless
actions to secretarial sartorial they have the manners, compet-
habits. ence and judgment to match.
• • • Bosses are widely opposed to
"Today's secretary is quite tr:oit:he skirts, clanky jewelry,
different from her predecessor, bouffant hair-dos and too much
We want to find out how dif.
ferent, and how she is accept-
ed by her boss," said Richard
L. Sheppard, vice president of
33I's Duplicating Products 1)1-
se-1 miss even without his glasses. !this style if they're not slender they hated bouffant hairdos —
• • • I or if they work in a staid CS- it's because they look unnatur-
A style-consclous girl who tablishment. al. So please them by wearing
spends 15 minutes applying to. TIGHT SKIRTS: Surprising-
day's new 
swinging 
fashionable naturaHookay, several bosses griped about one w  
styles,
make-up is actually using just which are more fashionable
Far East Recruitment, AID
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20523
An application blank is preferred, but a "letter of interest"
skill get an immediate reply from the agency.
Salaries for laboratory technicians range from $7,600 to
$12,000 plus 25 per cent differential for a hardship post.
Latest figures indicate there are more than 700,000 Viet-
namese refugees. So far, U.S. civilian employment strength is
800 with reasonable certainty it will increase. Currently, there
are over 1,100 nationals on the U. S. payroll including civilians
from Viet Nam, the Philippines, Thailand and Taiwan.
A bit of worry is developing within the ranks of civil right-
ers as the White House parley on the rights issue nears.
Several questions loom: Will this conference dwell too
heavily on new material and further studies neglecting the
area of implementation?
What effective role can Harold Flemming of Potomac In-
stitute play?
After the Nov. 17 and 18 meeting here, what group will
put all the ideas together into workable form for implementa-
tion and for examination at the spring conference?
And who at the White House is the 'conference man?'
ip Many in the "in" greup of civil rights have felt mach
skepticism about Harold Flemming of Pontomac Institute, feel-
ing the institute to be presumptious to have organized at the
outset to handle civil rights matters. Often their ideas have
been followed with regret.
The President's Council, which was dissolved rather quick-
ly in the wake of Executive Order 11246 (reorganization of the
civil rights agencies), was a Fleming idea, Wiley Branton was
pushed by Fleming, ad "Many insiders have wondered if this
talented lawyer from Arkansas can survive federalese long
enough to make an impact.
Meanwhile, personnel is being lined up: Eli Ginzburg, the
sociologist (he fed Whitney Young the idea of preferential
hiring), Dr. Vivian Henderson, Lisle Carter, Sterling Tucker,
Clarence Mitchell, with M. Carl Holman and Berl Bernhard
as co-directors, and Bayard Rustin, who stands in for the Hon-
orary Chairman, A. Philip Randolph.
An interesting game is being watched by this reporter
at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Faced with
over 1,600 complaints In the first three months of its existence,
it is ironical that the budget for investigators is woefully in-
adequate. Last check indicated 2 investigators on the payrollend about 60 "on loan."
vj "On loan" means the agencies loaning the investigators
can call them off E.E.O.C. cases at any time. And this has
been done.
But EEOC is faced with a 60-day period in which cases must
be Investigated and settlement sought.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., the charming chairman aims
to correct this inequity during the next fiscal year.
But the dilemma poses a question: Why would the budget
for the heart of the operation be so low?
The answer causes many thinking Negroes to wonder
if the federal government is really sincere in its so-called ef-
forts to eradicate discrimination.
Meanwhile, EEOC's public face looked better than other
agencies recently when DENNET HARROD, a Negro GS•14
from the new agency was the only brother representing the
federal governnment at a combined Federal Campaign meeting.
He was one of 13 men and women at the head table represent-
ing agencies which had exceeded their quotas. Other agencies
cent only 
white reps.
The State Department which has managed to shuffle and
re-shuffle the Kennedy Negroes in lieu of adding Johnson Ne-
groes, will lose one of its major show pieces when Mercer
Cooke, the ambassador to Niger and Senegal resigns effective
December.
The Bureau of African Affairs is mighty tense right now
fearing the resignation of the former Howard University French
Professor will touch off a major magilla.
Is Ambassador Cooke another John Morrow. the former
envoy to Guinea whose proposals etc., were ignored to such a
degree that Morrow Is now leaching at Rutgers? Or Is It true
that getting aid started in Senegal is the problem State Depart.
ment claims It to be?
MAJOR MEMOS: Sen. Thomas J Mclintyre (D. N.H.) will
lake a most unusual junket to Alabama. Unlike his Republican
colleague Norris Cotton, Sen. McIntyre was deeply moved
by the death of constituent Jonathan Daniels . • . Chicago's
Spencer Hutchins will become D.C. residents. Spencer is already
here with the Defense Department while Mrs. Hutchins will
Ocave Supreme Life soon to join him.
NEW ORLEANS — For the
first time in the 52 year history
of t h e Washington Parish
(county) Free Fair, held near
Bogalusa, La., Negroes attend-
ed on the same days as whites.
Some 250 members of the Bo-
galusa Civic and Voters League,
including CORE field secretary
Ike Reynolds, went to the fair
on the formerly "white-only"
days.
Parish sheriff's department
deputies, under ieoeral court
order since July to protect Ne-
groes and civil rights workers,
were well spread out through
the large crowds to prevent any
incidents during the fair's first





Soap commercials were never like
this, but this isn't a soap commer-
cial. It's actress EJ k e Sommers,
seemingly dad only in soapsuds,
emerging from a bath scene after
filming "Boy, Did I Get a Wrong
as many, if not more, cosmetics.
• • •
But the boss doesn't know
that. He looks at her flawless,
foundation-covered skin, the
blusher which gives her such
natural-looking rosy cheeks,
her pale pink lipstick, the
• d white e eshadowin
They rejected anything ex-1
treme, according to the survey.
They reason that a secretary is
a business woman, and should
dress like one.
• • brown an 
that so subtly enlarge her
eyes — and even at her light
fake lashes — and she comes
across as sweet as a meadow
full of wild flowers.
Of course, fashion attitudes
vary from boss to boss and
Number!" in Hollywood. The scene,
Eike explained, is a "satire on the
typical European film" where some-
o n e is always taking a bath. —
(UPI Telephoto)
servative.
Take the new fashion for
patterned wool stockings. If
yours is the sort of suburban
office ,staffed with middle-aged
ladies in sensible shoes, you
are going to be embarrassed
by the tight-lipped looks your
crazily-encased legs get.
The boss's petsonality must
be borne in mind, too. While a
/oung ad agency executive who
prides himself on keeping
abreast of the newest trends
will get a kick out of his secre-
tary turning up in patterned
stockings, the conservative VP
will stare in horror. But all
agree that worst sight possible
is a young secretary who pops
up at work in typical high
school attire.
• • •
Obviously, too, a secretary secretaries won't be wearing
a high-up's office, who is in tight skirts this year. The
fact helping project her firm's'trend is towards A-line (per-
image, should be stylishly but feet with the new ribbed
not garishly dressed. The
secretary in the typing pool can
get away with more gimmicky
styles; though if she wants to
climb out of the pool It won't
hurt her to dress like an exeem
tive secretary.
• • •
The following guide for
secretaries should help keep
the beam on the boss's face.
THE TOTAL LOOK: As the
main trend in sportswear, it
matches sweaters or dresses
with stockings. Do wear it if
you're young, if your boss is
with it, if your office swings.
Don't wear it if your boss holds
a responsible position, if your
firm is conservative, if you
come in contact with the pub-
lic (they might think you —
and consequently the company
you work for — are kooky!)
TIIE NEW SHORT SKIRTS:
Many skirts are designed to be
worn above the knees. As with
any extreme fashion, the rule
is to know your boss and the
organization that employs you.
If you must wear ultra-short
skirts, be sure to team them
with low heeled shoes. High
heels will make you look out.
- proportion. Incidentally,
bosses' complaints of short
skirts that shoot up when you
sit down can be silenced if you
sit carefully, with knees toget-
her and legs to one side.
SHOES: Many bosses grum-
Correct on a downtown sidewalk
and in sonic downtown offices
this outfit is too extreme for a
small business in the suburbs.
Fashion attitudes vary from
place to place., and from boss to
boas.
too-tight skirts. The solution is,
there are tight skirts and there
are straight skirts. If yours is
too tight, the boss obviously
will disapprove. If your skirt is
merely straight, and worn
over a good girdle, he won't
have cause to Complain. Any-
how, the most fashion-conscious
sweater tucked inside) and
pleated styles.
BLOUSES: Tuck them in,
even if you work in the most
casual suburban office. No.
'thing looks more sloppy than
a floppy shirt. And don't wear
see-through blouses. They em-
barrass every male (or stop
traffic) in the office.
HAIRDO: All bosses ques-
tioned, without exception, said
anyway. If it insists on swing-
ing into our eyes while you
type, a barrette or band will
keep it under control.
JEWEL•RY: Most bosses are
anti-clanky-jewelry. They find
it distracting. What's more, it
can constitute an office haz-
ard. All secretaries know some-
one whose long necklace got
caught in the typewriter keys,
broke ,and turned the office into
a search party for lost beads.
Charm bracelets also have an
affinity for office machines. So
take your clanky jewelry off
while you're at your desk. You
can always put it back on when
you leave.
• • •
Many of the bosses ques-
tioned said they "didn't like
sloppiness." When asked to de-
fine it, they cited such faults
3,4 slips that showed, dirty nails,
!untidy hair and spots on clothes.
• • •
Secretaries shouldn't under-
, Aimate this gripe. Most boss-
es have wives and teenage
daughters, and they are well
aware of how well females can
look. If you dop't come up to
the standard of the women in
his family, there's a strong
chance your boss will consider
You a substandard secretary.
Also high on the bosses' hate
list are such personality de-
fects as an unpleasant voice,
an irritating laugh, cracking
gum (this actually makes some
men feel ill), twiddling with
your hair and biting your nails.
The trick is to be as sooth-
ingly calm as you can around
the boss. After all, he has
enough on his mind without
wanting to be distracted by
Your bad habits.
• • •
In short, be unassuming,
both in the way you dress and
In the way you act.
• • •
The boss eye generally is
eaughl only by the obvious.
Provided your. skirt, doesn't
ride up when you sit down,
your make-up looks natural
and your manners are pleasing,
he'll think you are the world's
Most wonderful secretary.
He may even forgive you for
spelling sincerely without the
second "e!"
sports and enjoy a good home
Dear Mine Chante:
I am a Jamaican young lady 
life 
'Please ladies, don't wastewho wishes to correspond with .our time if not sincere. SendAmelic .n pen pals. phone number.
I am 30 years old, 5 feet, tall,
130 lbs.—a member of the Pres- Herbert Dean
byterian church. c-o Mrs. Mary Thomp-
Promise to answer all letters son
and exchange photos. 6312 South Kenwood
Franeella Edwards Chicago, Illinois 60637
12d Pouy att
Kingston 12, Jamaica Dear Mme Chante:
• • • I am interested in a wife,
ble about "darned stiletto heels She must be Negro; 5 feet, I
and pointed toes." Don't give Dear Mme Chante: inches tall; weighing no less
them a cause to. For once, I w mild like to become a mem-than 125 lbs and not over 170
fashion is one your side, with her of your pen pal club. I amlbs.
the newest shoes having low-
to-medium heels and oval toes.
MO DRESSES- "They make
a girl look fat" said several
bosses when questioned about
these high-waisted dresses. If
your boss feels this way, or if
you meet the Public, keep your
mo dress in the closet Monday
through Friday.
POOR BOY SWEATERS:
The skinny ribbed sweaters
that came from Europe will
still be around. If yours is one
of the bosses who "don't like
sweater girls around the
office," keep away from this
revealing style. in fact, all
girls should keep away from
Dear Mine Chante: Interested in meeting peopleI am in hopes that you canbetween the ages of 35 and,help me find a girl who s45—Init they must he Christians,'honest and sincere in wanting That's important to me. I amthe 'finer things in life.
I am :18 years Old, 5 feet, 5
of the Baptist faith.
inches tall, fair complexion — Jean Hunt
fair looking. Work 6 days a 6202 Ingleside
week. Fond of shows, dancing, Chicago, Ill.
36 years of age, 5 feet, 6 incehs Warren Cassen
tall, dark brown complexion. 6105 S. Dorchester
Would like to correspond with Chicago. Ill.
gentlemen in the United States. Must be refined, quiet and
All letters will be answered andeasy going.
photos exchanged. • • •
'Akita Swaby Dear Mine Chante:
14 Melrose Avenue I am a regular reader of
Kingston 5, Jamaica your column and am asking
• • • that you please help me find
some nice Christian People.
Page 10 DEFENDEX








AMP MP 111 IIME in Me NIB ant IM MI INN honors In her graduating class into her life again. Her late
at Fisk University where she
was a member of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority.
She has a masters degree
from George Peabody college
In Nashville. She is currently
a mathematics instructor at
Tennessee A and I State Univer-
sity.
dental student at Meharry Med-
ical college.
Of widespread interest in our
city and other areas is the an-
nouncement of the marriage
of Mrs. Marietta Ish Letting,
Mr. Parker, a graduate of
A
Come on hoard the merry-go- professors from Tuskegee, the
round, we have weddings, con- groom's uncle, Leroy Taylor former Memphian now residing
gratulatory messages, birthdays from Cleveland, and Captain in Chicago, to Harry Bass of
and births, chib meetings andiand Mrs. Harold Sims, from Washington D.C.
parties with a Halloween over- Washington, D.C., the groom's The new Mrs. Bass is a mem-
tone, and lots more, read with us sister and brother-in-law who ber of the Board of Directors
and you'll see. also served as best man and o f Supreme Life Insurance
"Benny is the bride upon bridesmaid. Company, is also a member of
which the sun shines," we read Other relatives and members,the Girlfriends, Inc. In Mem-
somewhere and beautiful Mari- of the bridal party toasting the'phis she was a member of the
lyn Isabel and her handsome couple and teasing about that:Links, Inc.. and Co-Sponsor of
groom, Air Force Lt. John -Ida important day coming up the Memphis Chapter, Co-Ette
Taylor Jr., had a divine sun wereher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Club, Inc. A member of the
filled fall day for their wedding;C.E. Isabel, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry National Board of Directors of
at Collins Chapel C.M.E. Church Taylor, Sr., the groom's grand-'the Co-Ette Club, Inc., she is al-
Sunday afternoon. 'parents; Miss Maedelle Smith; so a member of Delta Sigma
The radiant young bride is a the maid of honor; Malcom Theta Sorority.
June graduate of Tuskegee Weed, Mr. and Mrs. James. Mr. Bass is a Regional Di-
Institute where she reigned as Cash, the bride's sister anOction part of the Poverty
"Miss Tuskegee" and was a brother-in-law, Miss Eddie Dale rector with the Community
member of the choir. A Mel- Ford, bridesmaid, Johnnie Rut- Program.
rose High School graduate, she land, Mrs. J. B. Boyd, who di- more
,s also an Honorary Co-Ette. rected the wedding; Mr. and
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. McCann L. Reid, the
Mrs. C.E. Isabel of 772 Hanley, bride's sister and brother-in
Lt. Taylor, a graduate of thellaw; Isaiah Woddy, an usher, American College of Surgeons
University of Michigan also Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Isabel, the when that august body met in
has a Masters Degree from thelbride's brother and sister-in- Atlantic City last month.
University of Michigan. He is law; Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence After receiving the honor,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John iJohnson, he was an usher; Mr. Helen Ann and Wesley went
J. Taylor. and Mrs. Sylvester Washburn, island hopping to Jamaica. the
After honeymooning in • Nas-lhe too was an usher; Mrs. Virgin Island and Puerto Rico.
saA, the couple will live in Thelbert Martin, a soloist; Mr. Effervescent Sue Ish visited
and Mrs. ALfred Motlow, he her sister and brother in law,
was also a soloist and Mr. and Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Tinnin at
Mrs. Jerry Taylor, Jr., aunt their home in New Rochelle,
and uncle of the groom. New York. This was sort of a
age in the next issue, the: Rev. and Mrs. P. E. Brooks, reunion and this was the first
groom's parents entertained Sr., announce the marriage of time she's seen her four
.he bridal party with the re- their daughter, Miss Mona nieces and nephews since they'd
hearsei dinner at the Flame Louise Brooks to Edgar Par- returned from Lagos, Nigeria
Saturday night. ker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wal- with their parents about two
Cherry guests from out of town ter 0. Parker of West Point years ago.
included the brother from CM- Georgia. Before going to New Rochelle
^innati, James Isabel, her aunt, Mona Louise was the Vale-'Mrs. Ish spent a week in New
Sirs. Ida Wong and her cousin, dictorian of her class when York City where she saw
Vfiss Lois Jean Wong. both graduated from Booker T. scores of Broadway plays. We
thom Cleveland, Miss Thelma Washington High School and are so happy to see this young
Brown, one of the bride's major won general and departmental widow let some sunshine come
Springfield, Mass., where Lt.
Taylor is stationed.
Prior to the wedding which
will have more extensive cover-
T h e Hayeses' son-in-law,
Dr. Wesley M. Groves of Los
Angeles was named to the
husband, Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish,
Jr., has been elected to be in-
eluded in the National Encyclo-
pedia of American Biographies
which is published every othcr
year and this edition will be
out in about eighteen months.
It is composed of deceased
persons who have attained the
heights of their professions. The
Morehouse college, is a senior book is not sold to the general
public but may be found in
many college libraries. Such
universities as Notre Dame
and Harvard require their grad-
uate students to read these bio-
gaphies to see what motivated
these great minds.
We're proud Dr. Ish passed
our way!
Margaret and Dr. Fred Rivera
had as their guest, Mrs. Clotee
Hemphill. who was on her way
o Ft. Worth from Nashville,
Mrs. Hemphill, who lived for
many years with her late hus-
band, Stanley B. Hemphill, one
of the founders of Hemphill
Press in Nashville, is moving
back to hers and Margaret's
home town of Ft. Worth, Texas.
She can say, "Mission Ac-
complished", her son, Stanley,
Jr., has taken his father's place
in the business with his uncle,
Sumner Hemphill, her daughter,
Diane Hemphill McDonald is
a Clinical Psychologist in the
Metropolitan School System and
her youngest son, Nathan, is in
high school.
Dine, a graduate of Fisk Uni-
versity was also in Graduate
School at Fisk with Angela
Owen.
Don't forget the AKAs dance
Friday discotheque night at Cur-
rie's Club Tropicana to benefit
their scholarship program. Re-
member you don't have to be
present to win the U.S. Savings
Bond.
And I know you're planning
to hear Franklin Delano Roose-
velt, Jr., at the Urban League's
Dinner at the Peabody Novem-
ber 19. Get your reservations
at Urban League.
Lillian Jones, Omega Shelto,
Fannie Johnson, Alphonse Hun-
nicutt, Ruth Ester, and Mau-
deen Seward. Members unable
to attend were Mesdames Vi-
vian Johnson nad Carrie Na-
bors.
Mrs. Brewer's guests were: and friends with HeUenveen par-
Mesdames Debora Thompson ties.
and Claudia Foster and Misses And the Jack and Jilts had a
I.
Harry Mae Simons, Cornelia bang up good time Saturday
Sanders, Isabel Greenlee and during the day at the Abe
Mettle Holmes. Scharff YMCA with the wee
The Setnper Fidelis Bridge group on up to use teenagers.
Club meets Saturday night atl Cheery hellos to Mrs. Bessie
Mrs. Cain's with Mrs. Maydella M. Rhodes, bcokkeeper at At-
Reeves as hostess. She carried anta Life Insurance Company
out a Halloween theme and who's at Crump Hospital and
featured a Jack-O-Lantern filled 
catching. 
I- W I are the proud parents of a ba
Ral.ph Johnson of Orlando, F 1:00even provided trick or treat
gifts for each person. The din- 
W. F. Nabors, manager of the Weddings are definitely
Foote Homes who's in St, the air, eh? Maybe t.eY.
with fall flowers and the table Members of ,m Sigma Gamma 
Mrs. Alma Linnese Langford 
girl, whom they've na me
•
log room table centerpiece Joseuh's Hospital.
a • overlaid with an orange'Rho Sorority are inviting you of 
Cleveland, Ohio and Ein- 
Santa Lynne. Santa is the for-
,to attend their Founder's Day manuel Gregory Gleason both
Program, Sunday, November 
mer Santa Brown, daughter of
—"on Vance. Speaker of the occa- 
ried Saturday, October 16, at 
Memphis. The proud grand-
Brown of
14, at St. John's Baptist Church.
,of Cleveland, Ohio, were mar- 
Mr and Mrs. Gesnge
table cloth. '
sion will be their Soror Mrs 
St. Paul's Shrine and are now 
mother went down for the' Prizes included a pendant .
Mesdames Aretta Polk. Juanita 
l ii 
Cleveland.baby's arrival,
WITH THE CLUBS - Mrs.
watch, bridge a,sh tray set
floral sheets and beautiful bath
towel set. Lucky winners were 'Catherine L. Stewart, who 
home at 2992 S. Moreland Blvd.
i.
East St. Louis, Illinois. 
Mattie Hunt was hostess to the
Gther members present were Mrs. Stewart es a member PLeow the widow of the late Sam
lphian is the sister of Furmer 
Three Cs Bridge Club at the
Dr. Clara Brawner, Mesdames Alpha Upsilon Sigma Chapter 
Baker on South Parkway and is
RI' Paramount Club. A highlight ofteaches in the public schools of l The bride, a former MeArnold, and Nola Cox front
Georgia Dancy, Ardenia Hero- of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, 
the meeting was an announce-Durham, N.C.
don, Adelaide Randle, Willie and is the sorority's 
coordinatoelLangford who lived in Memphis
before moving to Cleveland. 
ment that the club had just
paid fifty dollars on their NAA-
Jones, Bertha Ray, and Velma eo the Central Region. , congratulations are 
also in 
CP Life Membership.
Williams. ;the air and are bestowed on 
Winning prizes were Mesdames
Guests were Mesdames Louise Eunice Carruthers held open Mrs. Ethyl H. Venson for herimembers enjoying the oriental
-- Martha House, Pauline Bowden
Gertrude Walker. "Unis of Memphis," Saturday the Anti-Poverty Community
her new dress shop, appointment as Coordinator of 
and Anne Weathers. Other
Ward, Edith Thornton are. Miss house at
Nina Brayon was hostess to all day. This smart shop offers Action Committee. A very 
de-
the Los Fabulos Bridge Club a world of fashions, and ener- serving person with boundless
at Mrs. Cain's Saturday night getic Eunice is also offering energy she has for , many
and she had such gifts as knit charm courses. A doff of the years rendered the comMunity
curl bonnett, pocketbook tissue lady. And congrats also to Dr. W. Doris Buchanan and Lorene
Mims, Aline Lowe and Bernice
shells, purse organizers, pin wig to this very smart young aevice on a volunteer basis. i;Keels,
holder, to name a few of the Gladys and William "Beetle" A. Bisson who was honored bY,13uford were co-hostesses to the
lovely a n d useful boutique Brodnax had hardly gotten back the Memphis and Shelby CountylRubaiyat Social club at Mrs...
items.
Vying for and winning prizes
were Eloise Flowers, Mary
Ethel Jones, and Doris Ray,
who're all members of the club.
Guests winning prizes were:
Vivian Willis, Gladys Reed, Nell were flying off to Indianapolis, had." Good food for thought.
Northcross and Gloria Tuggle. Indiana where they spent Par- At last but not least, con-
Other members looking good ents Day with their son Terry gratulations are extended to
in their pretty fall colors and at Marian College. mur heart, the Defender, on its
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Hayes 'fifteenth anniversary of serving
attended the American Transit pthe community well, bringing• I
Association Convention in New its own angle to the news. The
Orleans. Mr. Hayes, a mem-,Sengstackes though they have
her of the Memphis TransitInot been here that long have
Authority was a delegate to the been with the paper that long
convention and she went along in Chicago with the parent pa-
to re-visit the Crescent City.It was witches and goblins'
forgetting to count calories
were Ruby Jean Lewis, Rose
Maie Evans, Nedra Jordan,
Neet Watson, Juanita Lewis,
Odestine Herndon, Nora Jones
and Zernia Peacock, Lois Tar-
pley was also a guest.
brewing up a good time at the
Memphians Club House Friday
night, at the Top Hats and Tails
Club House Saturday night
when the two popular mens'
clubs entertained their wives
MR. AND MRS. JAMES H. STEWART
?SU Senior Is Bride
Of Peabody Student
NASHVILLE — Charming
Mis sAriedell Shelby of Can-
ton. Miss., a senior at Tennes-
see State university, a n d
James Henry Stewart of Elm-
wood, Tenn., graduate student
at Peabody College, were mar-
ried here last week in the home
of her uncle, President W. S.
Davis and Mrs. Davis on Tn-
nessee State campus.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Shelby
of Canton and the girm's par-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Will
Stewart of Elmwood. Only
members of the immediate
families and a few close friends
attended the ceremony.
The Rev. Moses Herring pas-
tor of Friendship Baptist
Church officiated.
Mrs. Lillie Caldwell, of the
university staff and an aunt of
the bride, entertained at a re-
ception honoring the couple last
Sunday afternoon.
BRIDE'S DRESS
The lovely, miniature bride,
wearing an azure blue silk
chiffon afternoon dress, fash-
ioned with full skirt and white
accessories, was given in mar-
riage by her uncle, Dr. W. S.
Davis.







i HAT CLEANING & BLOCKING
-STOP! Don't throw that wide brim hat away,4
4„ lot us trim it to your desire„
For The Modern Mon 
4,*
771 E. GEORGIA AVE. . .i.4
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on of Nashville, was her only
attendant. Melvin Wrenn Of
Philadelphia, Paoi stood with
the groom.
Mrs. Stewart, who is major-
ing in elementary education, is
a member of Delta Sigma The-
ta Sorority. Mr. Stewart, who
was graduated from Tennessee
;State in June and is now ma-
joring in pyschology at George
Peabody College, is a mem-
ber of Omega Psi Phi Frater-
nity.
from one week-end trip where Health Department for thirty Cains.
they visited their daughter three years of free medical Making plans to help dress
Jackie at Clarke College inservices to our city, 
were off for another week-end 
We were impressed with his ,
up the Christmas social calen-
Dubuque, Iowa before they 
'
part that says "what I gave I 
Deberry, Helen Green, Evelyn
Mays, Jewel Norment, Clara
dar were: Peggy Cox, Lavoma
of Parents Day. This time they 
motto and especially so the
Parker, Mary Rhodes, Maxine
Shipp, Beverly Smith who's
sporting a new yellow Mustang,
Mattis Taylor, Evelyn Vavas-
seur, Hazel Warren, Ellen Wil-
son, Jeanette Whittaker and
Gloria Ward.
Mrs. Lucille H. Brewer enter-
tained the Noon Day Revelers
Saturday in the South Room of
the Sheraton-Motor Inn.
Augustine Catholic High achool,;Browning, who came from Chi'
attended Owlet College and theicago to get 
the ball to rolling;
University of Tennessee. She'L. Alex Wilson, who 
covered the
worked in the Medical Records Little Rock Story, 
these three
Departmeat at E. H. Crump!gentlemen have 
passed on;
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the Defender a byword in
home shows, L. F. Palmer to
name a few who helped make
your household.
Africa. BABY TALK: Mr. and
per and all its other sub-
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Wed- sidaries. . Ladies enjoying the drive (IA
dington are announcing the We fondly remember many a sunny afternoon to the vena.
marriage of their daughter, Defenderites, who left their pleasant meeting were Ws-
Lois Ann to United States Army
decor of the club and dinner
were Mesdames Thelma David-
son, Sarah Washington an
Lavern Sesley.
Guests were Mesdames Ruth
Sgt. First Class Clarence Scott.
The bride, a graduate of St.
mark on the paper and our dames Willette Ilumphrey,
city, L. 0. Swingler, who was Leath Jones, Ruth Watson,
first editor, colorful Charles P. More
Alpha Pi Chi Gives
Coffee-Fashion Show
TRI-STATE Wiley set monday. Daisy Norman, Milda M. Na-
The home of Mrs. Thelma
Davidson of 593 Stephens Pl.
was the setting for a coffee
hour and fashion show on St111., Ion.
'day, Oct. 17. It was sponsored Also Misses Budie C. Lenoir,
by the Apha Beta chapter of Al- Ora D. Frierson, Mabel E. Ma-
pha Pi Chi sorority. The organi- son, Earnestine Mallory, Doro-
zation's color, green and white thy Mays, Rosemary Roby E.
were predominant in both deco- Samuels, Mozell Mosley, Edwi-
rations and refreshments. na Hudson, Eleanor Lyons, Ed-
Guest model was Mrs. Ear- na Powell and Theorea Boots.
line Glover. Mrs. Davidson was Members of the Alpha Beta
the model for hats, chapter are Mesdames Thelma
Among the "guests present were Davidson, president; Selma L.
Mesdames Dorothy Green, Em- Smith, Minnie Lee Allen, Susie
ma L. Wilson, Bennye G. P. Hightower, Foster L. John-
Thomas, Ernestine Young, Isa- son, Lucille Gist, Bree W. Lew-ient were Mrs. Rosa Wright,
bell Adams, Carrie Wilson, Annlis, Daisy McQuiller, Dorothy secretary; Mrs. Luceda Butler,
Tracy, Willa Strickland, Minnie Williams, Roand Powell, Mar- assistant secretary; Mrs. Belle
garet S. Clay and Miss Maggie Pettigrew, treasurer; Mrs. Co.
G. Newsom. Ira Lee, chaplain; Mrs. Agnes
Smith, Mrs. Estella Henderson,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Woods.
Grenshaw and ,rlattie Johnson.
And Mesdames Carrie Butler
S. Knight, Pauline G. Swayze Prizes were won by Mrs.
Audrey McGee, Annie Bel Sprag- Emma Lee Wilson, Mrs. Isabell
gin, Jarnel Lewis, Little Young Adams, Mrs. Minnie Crenshaw
Christine Smith, Sadie Kinsey, and Robert Taylor.
bons, Thelma Brittman, Mr. Ed-
die Lewis, Mr. James Lewis
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tay-
Pre-Alumni Planning
'Miss LTNCF' Contest
Miss Joshia Phillips, a sen-
ior, of 2039 Farrington, has
been elected president of the
Pre-Alumni Club at LeMoyne
college. Other officers are Miss
Lois Loyd, secretary, and Cal-
vin Cunningham, treasurer.
The club will sponsor the
"Miss UNCF" contest which
will be conducted in connection
;with the general drive for the
,United Negro College Fund dur-
ing November and December.
Contestants this year are
Miss Katherine Turner, fresh
man, of 3476 Cypress Road;
Miss Jocelyn Jenkins, sopho-
more, of 1425 James; Miss Ru-
thie Jefferson, junior, of 1630
Rayburn, and Miss Gloria
Copeland, senior, of 2371 Perry
Road.
Winner of the contest will rep-
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
flifi Off-STREET PARKIN8







resent LeMoyne in the national
'Miss UNCF' pageant to be
staged in Cleveland, Ohio early
next year along with the an-
nual meeting of the National




The first Sunday meeting of
the Alpine Neighborhood Club
was held recently at the home
of the president, Mrs. Pauline
D. Toney, 1946 Foster Ave.
Plans were made for the
club's Annual Pre-Thanksgiv-
ing party which will be held
at the home of Mrs. Cora Lee,
591 Beale Avenue, November
22, at 8 P.M.
After the business session, a
tasty repast was served.
Officers and members pres-
Deltas To Present
Ebony Fashion Fair
This year's Fair will high-
light fashions from all over the
world, including new designs
from Germany and London.
Appearing in the show will be
creations from such leading
couturiers as Christian Dior,
Balenciaga, Yves St. Laurent,
Eleanore Garnett, Oleg Cassini,
Norman Norell, Arthur Jablow,
Tiffeau, Jan Derby and Rudi
Gernreich.
Since its inception in 1958, E-
BONY Fashion Fair has made
It possible for local organize-
b nssuch as Delta Sigma Theta
o raise more that $700,000 for
charitable purposes.
The Memphis Alumnae Chap-
ter of Delta Sigma Theta Sor-
ority, Inc. will present the E-
BONY Fashion Fair Wednesday,
November 17, at Municipal au-
Also Mrs. Walker Guy, Mrs. iditorium.
L. E. Harrison, Mrs. Mamie
Evans, Mrs. Alvia Hunter, and The traveling fashion show
Mrs. Z. C. Merriweather. is sponsored by EBONY Maga-
zine, a Negro-oriented publica-
tion, for charitable purposes in
some 64 cities this year.
Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham,
general chairman of 1678 River-
DAC Club Plans A
Christmas Party  
Welfare"
The DAC Club held its regu- A Christmas party is planned
lar meeting recently at the for sometime in December.
home of Mrs. Ethel Hooks.
Mrs. Minnie Allen, vice pres-
ident of the organization, was
the speaker. Her topic was

































Mrs. Mettle Johnson is presi-
dent, and Mrs. Lottie Wade is
reporter.
side Blvd., announces that net
proceeds from the show in Mem-
phis will go to the various chari-
table organizations with which
the sorority has worked f o r
more than 20 years.
Miss Maggie L. McDowell,
chaiman of publicity, stated
that arrangements are under-
way to make the affair one of
the largest social events of tIgia
season in which everyone in Alp
city can contribute to a worthy
cause, and have an exciting .
evening doing it!
The EBONY Fashion Fair con-
sists of ten attractive female
models and a male model, along
with wardrobe ladies, music di-
rector, stage and business man-
ager, commentator and the lat-
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ilirliESPEARE AT LeMOYNE — Two ofNational Shakespeare Company cast
who will present "As You Like It" on the
Bruce Hall stage at 1,e310,ne College this
Saturday night, Nov. 6, starting at 6:30.
The college's cultural activities committee
is bringing the play to Memphis.
Shakespeare Play To
Be Given At LeMoyne
Shakespeare wit be presented
by professional actors on the
Bruce Hall stage at LeMoyne
College this weekend. The Na-
tional Shakespeare Company
wil offer "As You Like It" on
Saturday evening, Nov. 6,
starting at 8:30.
Presentation of the play is
creating wide interest through-
out the city, an indication that
it attract a large audience.
Shakespeare Company is
being presented to Memphians
by LeMoyne's cultural activities
committee. Tickets are on sale
at LeMoyne and Goldsmith's.
Solon Says Law, 0
MONTGOMERY, Ala.—(UPI)
—A U.S. Senator from New
Hampshire, the home of slain
civil rights worker Jonathan
Daniels, said he no longer be-
lieves there has been a break-
down of law and order in Ala-
bama.
Sen. Tom McIntyre, a Demo-
crat, spent an hour with State
Atty. Gen. Richmond Flowers
and spoke with newsmen after-
wards.
"After talking to the Attar-
SEARS
ROEBUCK AND CO
They also may be purchased at
Bruce Hall on Saturday night
and from 'Miss UNCF' contest-
ants.
VETERAN PLAYERS
Leading the cast of this pro-
fessional group are veteran Hot-
Lywood-Broadway actor Howland
Chamberlin as Duke Senior and
Elaine SuLka as Rosalind
Just as Hamlet and Macbeth
represent Shakespeare at t be
pinnacle of tragic achievement,
As You Like It reveals him the
master of comedy.
Also, like its tragic compan-
ions, "As You Like It" has prov-,
en an equally popular favorite
rder Exists In Ala.
ney General," McIntyre said,
"I know that law and order has
not broken down in Alabama."
A similar conference was
scheduled with Gov. George
Wallace, followed by a trip to
Hayneville, the town where
Daniels was slain.
McIntyre said he wanted to
"take a look-see at the state
and circumstances surrounding
the trial of Tom Coleman," the
man accruitted of Daniel's slay-
ing.
,of audiences around the globe.
i The theme of the play is love
in various aspects manifested by
a variety of individuals: spirit-
ed and high-born Rosalind; cour-
ageous and desperate Orlando;
earthy Touchstone; selfish and
thoughtless Phebe; faithful Sil-
vius, and all others.
JOY AND HUMOR
The quality which seta Shakes-
peare apart form standard ro-
mancers is his ability to laugh
at the difficulties love can cre-
ate. He is neither sentimental
Inor cynical. Even Rosalind can
jest and be witty about love, a
quality usually absent in treac-
ly maidens of traditional ro-
mances. Shakespeare invested
so much life and reality into his
central characters until audien-
ces revel in the atmosphere and
gaiety of imaginative creation,
completely overlooking any ab-
surdities of plot.
The play brims over with joy
and humor. In Touchstone —
along With Jacques and Audrey
— one of the new characters
added to the work, Shakespeare
creates one of his most amus-i
ing comic fools.
Touchstone serves as a sort
of chorus or commentator on!
the actions and fobles of the
other characters. When the
lovers soar off in cosmic ec-
stacies or conversation becomes,
verbose and lofty. Touchstonel
brings it back to earth with
pithy homespun comments. He.
stansforms the ethereal into'
he ordinary. He is a foil to all
play's highborn sentiments. '
personal invitation to you from our Wig Consultant  to see
and try on Sears' fine quality 100% human hair fashion wigs. The in-
stant glamour of a Sears' wig con be yours for as little as 69.95, com-
plete with hat-Sox type carrying case. All Sears wigs are pre-styled
and come in the shades you want'most. So ... visit our experienced
wig consultant, she has a free gift for you. Open every night til pin..
Free parking anytime!






When the flavor of a single cola isn't
enough... make it a double. Double
Cola. The delicious flavor comes on
with a bang. Try some. We'll give you a
coupon worth 10C to get you started.
The flavor is big. That calls for a drink.
04 OFF
on DOUBLE COLA
This coupon worth 10C on any carton 
of Double-Cola
To Grocer: You are authorized to act 
pons presented for redemption must
as our agent for the redemption of 
be shown on request. Coupon is void
. if taxed prohibited, or otherwise re-
stricted by law. Customer pays any
sales tax. Cash value I /200. Grocers
mail coupon to: THE DOUELE-COLA
COMPANY, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.
this coupon. We will
I0 r plus 2z for handling if it has been
used in accordance with our customer
offer. Invoke proving purchase
of sufficient stock to cover cow
I I I 11 it 1 i 1,1 1,1,1,1„1,1,1,41,41,1,1,1,1,, 'I t t .
.a
Then I remembered that the
U.S. Government had never
been able to tag Al Capone for
murder. It did salt him away,
however, :or tax evasion.
When the hearing resumed in
the afternoon after a lunch re-
cess, staff investigator Phillip
Manuel enlivened the proceeu•
logs by charg:ng that Klan
members in Georgia had been
taught how to burn homes and
cars, bomb integrated depart-
ment stores and wage guerrilla
warfare.
Manuel made the charge while
questioning Calvin Craig, Grand
Dragon of the Georgia Klan.
Craig said neither yea nor
nay to the allegation. All he said
was:
"I respectfully decline to an-
swer that question.. . . " That
was where I came in. so it seem-
ed like c good time to leave.
These six North Carolina College graduates
are among 90 persons selected as secretari-
al trainees at the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion in Germantown, Md. First row (from
left) are Marva Lowe and Regina Budd,
Page 12
PLANNING 'MISS UNCF' CONTEST — Miss loshia
Phillips, center, president of the Pre-Alumni Club at
I,eMoyne, gives instructions for the 'Miss UNCF" contest
to, left to right: Miss Ruthie Jefferson (junior), Miss Kat-
herine Turner (freshman), Miss Jocelyn Jenkins (sopho•
VEFEN DER
Al
more) and Miss Gloria Copeland (senior). Money raised
by the contestants will go to Vele United Negro College Fund
campaign which gets underway this month. Winning con-
testant will participate in the National Miss UNCF Pageant
in Cleveland, Ohio early next year.
Klan Hearings A Krashing Bore
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
"You're in for a long, dull
morning," warned a fellow re-
porter as we entered the cau-
cus room of the old house office
building.
I didn't believe him. I figured
there was bound to be some
color and excitement at a pub-
lic hearing conducted by the
House Committee on un-Ameri-
can Activities the "Invisible
Empire" of the Ku Klux Klan.
The official program identi-
fied the chief witness as Robert
E. Scoggin, "Grand Dragon of
the Realm of South Carolina,
United Klans ef America, Inc.,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan."
The Grand Dragon turned out
to be a slightly built, 43-year-old
plumbing contractor from Spar-
tanburg, S.C. He wore horn rim-
med glasses, a dark brown suit me in violation of my constitu-
with a handkerchief nattily dis. tional rights under the 1st, 4th,
played from the breast pocket 5th and 14th amendments to the
and light gray socks.
I know for sure that this was
Scoggin, because he admitted as
constitution of the United States
of America."
I frantically scribbled notes
much in reply to the first ques. trying to eet the answer down
lion be was asked after he sat verbatim.
down at the witness table. "Relax," whispered UPI re-
It was the last tidbit of in- Porter Arnie Sawislak, who was
formation Scoggin gave the sitting beside me. "You'll have
committee. When chief investi- Plenty of opportunity to take
gator Donald T. Appell moved down that quote."
on to such searching questions No prediction was ever more
as when and where Scoggin was abundantly fulfilled.
born, the witness removed a I was -urprised to find so
folded OM of paper from his many questions about financial
pocket and carefully read aloud irregularities, and so little at-
the following reply. tention paid to beatings, cross
"I respectfully decline to an- burnings, and other alleged acts
swer that question for the rea- of intimidation and brutality by
son that I honestly feel my an- hooded night riders.
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The eighth grade of What'll
Chapel school elected officers
during a recent meeting.
The officers are Julia Wal-
ker, president; Thelma Minion,
vice president; Pamela Joy
Vann, secretary; Brenda Rose
Williams, assistant secretary;
Linda Diane Hampton, treas-
urer; Elizabeth Ann Shepherd,
chaplain; Barbara Knox, par-
liamentarian; Bernice Fleming
and Conrad Turner, sergeant-
at- arms; and Patricia Golden,
Joseph Davis and Charles
Payne, business manager.
Members of the entertain-
ment committee are Lonnie
Pendleton, Hal Fleming, Earl
Kelly, Delois Savage, Brenda
Williams, Bennie White and
Conrad Turner.
The class meeting is held the
first Monday in each in,inth.
Mrs. Ora L. Rockwell is (las.;
advisor.
NEW TEACHER
Mrs. Marion Bailey of 1866
Kendale St. in Memphis was
added to the school faculty as a
first grade teacher.
Mrs. Bailey is welcome to
White's Chapel school, and all
hope she has a pleasant year.
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
Some 33 parents and patrons
of the White's Chapel School
Community have enrolled in
the Adult Basic Education
Class.
Each student is showing cor-
siderable progress, and the at-
tendance is excellent. ails. Ora
L. Rockwell and Miss Loathy
Kolheim are the teachers.
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
The spotlight this week is on
an eighth grace studel.t. he
s preside,. of 'Cr class arid
an honor student.
The youa.: lad-, is Julia Wal-
ker, who lives at 3710 Boxtowii
rd. Si.e is the ,aughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Vi ;Aker.
She is a member of the Ma-
cedonia Baptist i hureh and !,e-
'cogs to the S„nday school tad
.Visch success L.
Jul a
Standing (from left) are Mary SpiverY,
Zulla Farrar, Valeria Haskins, and Eliza-
beth Good. The training program lasts a
full year.
I TEACHF.R CF WEEK
The teacher of the week is
Kirl McKinney, a teacher of
science, mathematics and phy-
sical education for the seventh
and eighth grades and class ad-
visor of 7-2A.
He is married to Mrs. Ruth
McKinney, and they are the
parents of a son, Alvin Keith
McKinney.
Mr. McKinney's extra schocl
duties are assisting the princi-
pal and serving as bandmaster




The October meeting of the
PTA was held on Oct. 21, in the
school's attractive library. The
meeting was conducted by the
efficient president, Mrs. Gene-
va Haynes. The attendance was
very.- good.
A report was made by the
membership chairman concern-
ing the drive and she is quite
pleased with parents and Pa-
trons.
Remaining PTA activities for
, 1965 will include a Candy Sale
and Family Night.
Remarks were made by the
principal, Walter Calvin Parks,
Mrs. M able Young, former
membership chairman, and
Mrs. Johnnie Jackson, who was
a guest of Mrs. Elizabeth Wat-
son.
The next meeting will be held
on Thursday evening, Nov. 18.
TEACHER HOSPITALIZED
Mrs. Nettie C. Cross, a teach-
er of the 6-1A grade, is a pa-
tient in E. H. Crump Memorial
hospital. The school hopes *at
she will continue to improve
and hurry back to the class-
. room.
YOUTH CORPS
Five persons at the school
I are employed in the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps as library
and custodial aides.
They are Bernice Fleming Jo-
seph Davis, Robert Hall, Con-
rad Turner and Larry Williams.
SAFETY PATROL
The Safety Patrol has gotten
off to a good start for the
school term. Hal Fleming is
captain, Joe Medlock co-captain,
and Mrs. Robert Spencer, ad-
visor.
Mrs. Freddie Wilson is safety
patrol officer.
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, lialk
WE WANT FREEDOM FOR ALL, SYL
Rev, Charles Brown (left), one of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference leaders, attempting to lead a pro-
test march in Lincolnton, Ga. is stopped by Sylvester
Glaze and a group of 46 mill hands who block their path.
The defiant group protested that the demonstrations kept
their children out of school, and refused to let the marchers
pass. (UPI Telephoto)
Heart Attack Caused Bishop's Death
FREDERICKSBURG, Va. — Bishop Harris served in Li-
(NPI) — A heart attack caused beria from 1945 to 1964.
the death of former Episcopal then, he bad been living and
bishop, the Rt. Rev. Bravid working out of the New York
Washington Harris and not an
auto accident, as first reported,
it was ruled last week.
The attack occurred as the
bishop, 69. was driving to a
meeting in Richmond. His wife,
Flossie Mae, 66, and Arthur B.
Chitty, 51, of Sewanee, Tenn.,
were hospitalized after the au-
lo struck a tree.
A group of Marines from the
Mid-South area, who want to'
take their rest periods away
from the Viet Cong's bullets
with a little familiar music,
recently dispatched a call for
aid to Radio Station WDIA.
Just last week, Robert Mc-
Dowell, production manager,
prepared a package with 200 of
the newest 45 r.p.m. hit records
and put them aboard a plane
bound for Southeast Asia.
Among the discs are the
latest Jerry Butler hit, "Just
for You;" the newest Jackie
Wilson hit, "I Believe I'll Love
On," along with the new Wil-
son Pickett song, "Don't Fight
It."
The "It" however, does not
refer to the Viet Cong. The
leathernecks are still mopping ,
them up, but they still want the
rock-and-roll beat.
The men are with "L" Com-
pany, Third Battalion, Third
Marine Reinforcement No. 23
Marines, c-o Fleet Post Office,
San Francisco, Calif.
Episcopal office. Ile also was
head of the Foundation of
Small Episcopal colleges.
The bishop's near 20-years'
service in Liberia was termi-
nated by his retirement last
year. Although retired, he
worked closely with Chitty,




SEE ELEGANCE IN THE
1966 CADILLAC
ON OUR SHOWROOM FLOOR
TODAY
Our used Cadillacs









Cadillac distinction and luxury
below the cost of less desirable
new cars
We have 50 late model cars to choose
from, All makes and models, bank fi-
nancieg-36 months to pay.
COME BY OR CALL
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
AILADQrANTERS roe THIS WORLD'S mass. CAIN
Factory-approved warranty avenlable ONLY
from your Caddlat dialer.
541 UNION OPIN EYININIES TILL I S27-flii
What is it that women see'
in the Smooth Canadian?
They appreciate that Seagram's V.0, does
what no other whisky can—defines smooth
once and for all. Light? Of course.


































































A. S. Dee %nil
GOOD MORNING
SPORTS!
1, • J J.,.
pending in the transfer of that club
to Atlanta, Ga., I sense quite a blow
could be struck for civil rights. if
ALL Negro players in the National
League declared their disinclination
to play in Atlanta.
• "This could be done NOW, be-
fore contracts are signet. I use the
word 'disinclination,' instead of I
'refusal,' but the latter would be I
A. 10uNG better.
"Despite an intelligent mayor, I do not buy the
fiction of Atlanta's liberalism. I do perceive that
losing the chance of becoming a major league town
would react state-wide.
"The refusals could be extended into the spring
and the players might then agree to play under
certain conditions and guarantees. If done intelli-
gently, it needn't cost the players a cent.
"Above all, it would place a strong 'I told you
so' weapon in the hands of those men of goodwill
in Georgia, who are working to integrate the state.
"However, it would be wonderful if the players
stood firm — and really refused."
COMMENT: In the recent past, I've heard4I) Cannonball Adderley and Ramsey Lewis speak
glowingly of the "new Atlanta" as a swinging town.
Less enthusiastically, Hank Aaron of the Braves
has said: "Atlanta would be a hellova town if it
were located in New 'York State."
But more precisely to the point: In 1951, a
Negro named J. W. Wingate was signed to play with
the Lamesa, Texas, ball team and Danville, Virginia.
signed a hometown lad of color. In 1952, Negroes
began playing organized baseball in North Carolina
and Georgia (Savannah) and Dave Hoskins of Dallas
was called "the savior of the Texas League."
In the years since, Negroes have played in every
state in the South. excluding Mississippi. Once when
A Little Rock Negro was refused the light to play
in Jackson, Mississippi, 1500 white fans booed the
bigots who kept him off the field.
Negroes have played already in Atlanta — with
the Crackers, no less! Jim Wynn & Co. are indis-
pensable in Houston. Largely because of Negro play-
., ers, certain Southern accommodations are now open
V to the race. Just last week, Louisiana staged an
interracial boxing match. Negroes are cropping up on
"white" Dixie college teams, integrated pro football
teams play Southern cities without incident. And
there's more to this side of the sports integration
story. '
Negro players would be cutting off their noses
to spite their faces if they staged thrs boycott. In-
tegrated sports are helping prove a point to the
South. When Atlanta starts cheering Hank Aaron,
Mack Jones, et al, it'll grow a little. Many good
people, Negro and white, have worked hard to estab-
lish foothold for democracy. Let the boycott focus
on another target.
•X f mo




NEW YORK — (UPI) — Dick
,Tiger of Nigeria, literally be.,
Isieged with fight offers within
hours after recapturing the
world middleweight champion-





are very much interested in your buying a
new or one owner used cur-
l( by any chance, you ore thinking of pur-








1011 UNION AVE. 275-1261
dren. But the ex•Brooklyni.,
now living in Cheiry Hill, N.J.,
said he wasn't even sure of that
now.
000 to light Archer. Tiger's
camp said they didn't want to
be rushed into things.
"Why should we be hustled
The nest major stsp in the
complicated division, how ever,
appeared to be an elimination
match between Archer and Ben-
"I really don't think I'll into anything right after we win venuti, whom veteran ring ()b-
right in Providence now,- he the title?" noted Burston. 'servor Nat Fleisher considered
said. "I think I spoke too soon Benvenuti, ranked second by the finest looking fighter at the
cheated that the prime factor oldest champion in the peofes- I'd like to referee or go down Ring, lays claim to the world Olympic Games in 1960, includ-
in choosing his next opponent sional ranks. He is expected to and help with the promotion junior niVtdIeweight champion-ling Cassius Clay.
would be "money." realize more than $30,000 from though, ship, the Italian and Europearil "Tiger's management would
No less than three contenders the fight once the television re- -I'm packing it in now. I championship and a perfect re like to see a bout between Ben'
for the title — Joey Archer, ceipts are calculated He recei-1thougtit about retiring beforecord of 179 victories In as many venuti and Archer in late Janu-r
Nino Benvenuti of Italy and ved approximately $28,000 as his many times, but there was al- p 0 and amateur fights, includ- ary or early February at the
world welterweight champion percentage of the "live" gate. iways doubt in my mind. But lo-g the Olympic welterweight Garden," said Garden match-
Garrett also was threatening
- Comes now a letter from Jack Hess, "a semi- Emile Griffith — pesonally Archer, of New York City, there's no doubt this time, title at Rome in 1960. maker Teddy Brenner. "It 
to take the lad in total offense,
retired news a 10-roundpaperman and p.r. (public relations) exec- 
challenged Tiger. outpointed Tiger in. , Archer, ranked fourth in the 
'the 27-year.old boxer who is would be a 12-round elini
onsidered the biggest drawing and both fighters have agreed 
ination a spot usually reserved for the
quarterbacks, as a result of
e who is definitely not a Milwaukee Braves 
fan."Utivyear, received the sup- i ..latest Ring Magazine ratings,i
c
 
And while Tiger said he'd be bout last
Icard in Italy, explained through to it provided TiSer signs a gaining 175 yards against Wash.glad to fight each of them, he Port of Giardello.
no doubt as to what be 
is scheduled to right Sive-timelan interpreter that his primary contract agreeing to meet the ington. This gave him a grandMr. Hess says, "With litigation lets 
expected in return.
"What I want is money,"
stated the Nigerian, who is only
the fifth fighter in ring historythe ring.
to regain the middleweightl{ Wardell° had indicated lm.
crown, "I'm interested in who-!mediately after the fight that
eve: will draw the best. Ihe would have one more bout, a
Lou Burston, assistant to thecharity exhibition in Providence
champion's American repre- for the benefit of retarded chil•
iintetive, Jersey Jones, echoed
Tiger's sentiments
"He (Tiger) wants to fight and
he wants to make money," said
Burston. He doesn't know how
much time he has IcIt."
Tiger, at 36 years old, is the
"I think the next contender
should be Joey Archer," said
the deposed champion, who
announced his retirement from
former champion Sugar Ray'
Robinson in Pittsburgh, Nov. 10,
and promoter Archie Litman al-
ready has offered Tiger a
$75,000 guaantee to defend his
title against the winner in Pitts-
burgh.
Jimmy Archer. Joey's brother
and manager did him one better
by offering the champion $100.-
reason for attending the fight
was to see if the boxing rules
were the same here as in Italy.
"We hear that it is very
rough over here with no atten-
tion paid to the rules," he ob-
served," but it is not true. The
fighting style is the same here
and the rules are just as strictly
enforced "
winner for the championship
within 90 or 120 days."
Archer and Benvenuti both
stated their willingness to the
arrangement although Archer
said he felt he deserved the next
championship fight without such
a bout. But Tiger's handlers
once again postponed making
any definite committment.
SAN FRANCISCO — (UP!)
Breakaway back Mike Garrett
sf Southern California retained
his lead in the AAWU scoring
race although he failed to regis-
ter a touchdown during the
Trojans 34-0 walloping of
Washington.
The 5-9 inch halfback re-
mained on top with 42 points,
12 more than Scott Cress of
Oregon who picked up a TD
Saturday against Stanford.
Celtics' Sanders Likes NBA Pressure
BOSTON — (UPI) — Like
most folks in Boston, Tom
Sanders takes his basketball
seriously. But there is a touch
of humor connected with his
determination to keep the Bos-
ton Celtics in championship
form.
"I love this game so much,"
says Tom, who is beginning hi's
sixth National Basketball As-
sociation season for the Celtics.
"that I'd play it even if I didn't
get paid. Except, of course, I
wouldn't play it as hard."
Even then, Satch, might still
be more than a match for the
best the NBA has to offer. In
five seasons, the 6-6 Celtic cor.
nerman has established him.
self as one of the finest defen•
sive players in the league.
"Believe me." says Tom,
"that wasn't an easy reputa-
tion to come by. Why, I had to
start the rumor myself."
Sanders does not present the
accepted image of a man of
wit, but his mind is quick; his
manner, warns and friendly.
Off the court, that is.
On the court, Tom is a hard.
driving performer, who can
keep up on the fast break and
take off under the boards. De.
tense is his forte, but he is al.
so a capable scorer with a .433
career shooting percentage.
But he isn't entirely satisfied
with his game.




scoring this year," says Tom. lag up with the new faces in
"It was a shade over II Points , the league and watching out
a game last year (941 totall for new tricks from old faces.
it 'better than that. And then, I
want to Improve my defense."
If anyone appears surprised
at that remark, Tom takes care
to explain his statement.
"On defense, it's not so much
of working on skills," he says,
"but of just plain working But
what's more important is keep-
MIAMI BEACH — (UPI) —
Pearls from Cassius Clay, up.
on his arriving at a solid 214
pounds:
— Just look at the scale and
see the difference between a
one-shot champion and one who
will be chImpion for years. The
true champion is right on ache.
dule, no matter what pressures
are on him."
— "Like iron becomes steel,
pressure has made Me a bet-
ter fighter. I'll be lighter and
faster for Floyd Patterson than
I was in either fight with Son.
fly Liston. And Liston was too
fast for Floyd."
N — "Diet did it. I've just
made myeelf fast. Today all
I'll have is two bites of salad,
two string beans and a tiny
piece of steak. It's a lot easier
to go hungry than it is to work
hard."
— "It doesn't make any dif-
ference how much money I
make. I'll always be a hungry
fighter — a guy who can get
up off the floor and knock your
head off. A lots of guys are
hungry and they win a title.
But then all that good living
gets to them and they disap-
pear.
"Patterson was like that, and
so was Liston. Liston couldn't
take the good life, flat's why I
admire Joey Giardello. He's a
champion Mit he's just as mean
and hungry now as when he
was broke."
Clay boxed seven rounds in
the fifth street gym, resuming
ring practice after a layoff to
attend the funeral of- his grand-
father. Ills weight was down
214 from 231 two weeks ago.
Saturday, Clay heads for
New York for an exhibition
Tuesday night. Thursday Night
he is due for an exhibition at
Freeport, in the Bahamas. ,
Nov. 1, he flies to Las Vegas
to wind up training there for
his Nov. 22 bout with Patter.
You'll never learn them all,
but you have to try to."
In the off•season, Toni is
never very far from basketball.
Last summer, he worked for
the Boston Youth Activities Bit-
reau conducting basketball
clinics for youngsters. It's an
activity he enjoys, but his long-
term plans call for a career In
total of 659 for the season, six
more than quarterback Dave
Lewis who heads the list with
665. Quarterback Tom Trovato
of Oregon, last week's leader,
fell into their third spot with
$376.
The leaders in each depart-
Ment:
Scoring—Garrett, 42 points:
total offense, Dave Lewis, Stan-
ford, 665 yards; rushing, Gar-
rett, USC, 647 yards I net);
passing, Lewis, Stanford, 660
yards; receiving, Steve Bunker,
fields which promise more In Ille's hoping for another seven 
Oregon, 18 receptions; punting,
Lewis, Stanford, 44.0 yard as'the way of security. A market. or eight seasons in pro basket- erage.
ing major in his undergradu•
ate days at New York Univer-
sity, Tom professes an active
Interest in the world of finance.
"Stocks and bonds sound like
they might be fun," he says
with a smile. "I hear a man
can turn a tidy penny by just
buying here, selling there."
His fling at high finance,
however, will have to wait.
-Tennessee State Wallops Fla. A &M, 45-6
carnival-like fans, 16,500 strong,
packed W. J. Hale Stadium to
witness an Eldridge Dickey-led
Tennessee State slaughter the
nation's second ranked college,
Florida A & al, 45-6.
A deadly accurate Dickey
hit IS of 24 aerials for 205 yards
da's running. But we got aand two touchdowns to hand the
good and consistent rush fromRattlers the worst shelling on
our line, and this made the MI-record since Southern Univer•'
ference."sity trounced Jake Gaither 59-
20 in 1954 before a record set- Gilliam's wall held Florida
ting crowd, to minus seven yards on the
"We just got the hell beat . ground and limited them to 113
out of us," Gaither hissed after in the air while Merritt's offen-
sive crew churned 169 yards onthe game.
- Priming for Southern Univer. the ground and 244 in the air.
sity next week at Baton Rouge, Dickey accounted for 205 of the
La., coach John Slerritt's Tigers airways yardage that pushed his
began clawing the Rattlers mid- season's output to 806 yards and
way the first stanza when No. 9 touchdowns.
land Smith explored for a 51 year's 22-20 loss to Florida in
yard punt return to score the Tallahassee.
opening. Roy Meneese booted For the third straight game,
the extra point springing a the Big Blue played the spoil.
floodgate that avenged last er's role and ran their win skein
Scoring twice in every period, to 4-0 for the year and seven
except the final frame, Dickey straight over two seasons. Un-
By EARL S. CLANTON III drove 76 yards in eight plays, ranked in Associated Press or
NASHVILLE, — Roaring,I
liel nalkaerfnfOrrIt
ahred pass o Wit- United Press International, this
game's sec- victory should skyrocket the Bigond score with 1:48 remaining
in the first quarter.
"We got banged up pretty
good in this ball game," defen.
sive coach Joe Gilliam corn.
mented. "We thought we would
have a hard time stopping Flori-
Blue to ths top of the national
rankings and give them a bear
hug on the National Negro Col-,
lege grid crown.
SCORING BY QUARTERS:
FAMU 0 0 0 6
Tenn. 13 12 14 6
SCORING:
Tenn. — Smith, 51 NM re-
turn (Meneese kick)
Tenn. — Walker 1 pass from 1
W. Dickey (kick blocked)
Tenn. — Tucker 4 run (Passl
failed)
Tenn. — Drungo 20 pass from
Dickey (Pass failed)




Tenn. — Cooper 16 runs (Pass
failed)
FAMU — Robinson 41 pass
from Jamison (Pass failed)
1 run
First National's new
Money Orders are like
most other money orders...
They just cost less!
(Like up to 90c less for a $250 money order!)
You can buy a First National Personal Money
Order for 150—in any amount up to $250. On
some transactions this could save you as much
as a dollar, maybe more. . .. There's one stipulation,
tho. Your First National Money Order has to
be cashed within 60 days. But isn't that what
you'd expect to happen anyway?
Safe, convenient, economical First National
Money Orders are available now at any
one of the bank's 24 branches. At these low
prices you could afford to buy two!
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
--/ NNW .011IAL OPMet .11.11.% 01.1111/M.
ball.
"The pressure is always on
us, because everyone outside
of Boston wants to see the Cel-
tics lose," he says. And then
he flashes that soft, shy smile
again. "That's what makes it
interesting to be a Celtic."
DUNEDIN, Fla — (CPI) —
Prizes in major pro golf tourna-
ments during the month of Aug-
ust this year totalled $530,000,
making it the "richest" month
on the PGA calendar.
BOSTON — (UPI) — Red
Auerbach of the Boston Celtics,
youngest coach in the National
Basketball Association when he
took over 19 years ago. now is
the oldest at the age of 48,
MINNESOTA — (UPI)
Minnesota Twins pitchers serv-
ed up 166 home run balls to
opposing batters in 1965, 18










Young cowboys will find everything they need to
maintain law and order on their play frontier. Ad-
justable leather belt with Western trim, a holster for
each hip plus two authentically styled Ranger cap
pistols that shoot.
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TSU Tigers Come From Behind
To Defeat SU's Jaguars 40-36
- BATON ROUGE, La. — A
poised, well-drilled Tennessee
State pulled one of its greatest
come-from.behind wins. in the
school's history by overcoming
a 29.point halftime deficit to
edge Southern University's 'Ja-
guars 40 to 36 before 18,000 dis-
believing homecoming fans.
"This was our finest hour,"
a jubilant coach John A. Mer-
ritt beamed after the win.
"I never saw a bunch of
kids fight batk after they were
completely out of a ball game
like this club," he gushed
praise on his charges.
'WINNING SPIRIT'
"This win was a result of
that tremendous Tennessee
State winning spirit," he con-
tinued.
"Remember. I've been told
that the best way to have lost
to Henry 'Fox' Kean was to I
have led him at haltfime. This
game was in that same fine
tradition, but I would rather
have lead at intermission,"
Coach Merritt added.
The Bayou Jaguars drew
first blood by driving 80 yards
in nine plays. Quarterback
Willie Johnson scored on a one-
yard plunge and John Clayton
booted the first of five extra
points with 3:03 to be played
in the first stanza.
Catching the Big Blues with
their defenses down Coach
Bob Smith's Cats built a 36 to
7 halftime edge while limiting
Tennessee State to a one.play
68-yard pass from Eldridge
ing ground-gainer, exploded for
a one-yard tally that was set
up on a partially blocked kick Next week the Big Blues take
from Southern's 31. Taking ad- their unbroken win string to
vantage of Howard Finley's Atlanta where they play Mor-
pass interception on the Jaguar ris Brown next Friday night.
23, Dickey scored on a one- Then they face the season's
yard sneak to pull the Big first conference (Midwestern)
Blue within nine points — 27 for Lincoln university of Mis
to 36 — of overhauling South- souri at St. Louis in the area',
ern. !first big college football week
'A KEY CATCH' lend, "The Gateway Classic:
Jim Greer recovered a Rob. In Busch Stadium on Saturday.
ert Payne fumble late in the INov. 13.
,third period on Southern's 12,
Bowen picked up two yards as
the gun sounded ending the
frame. Dickey hit Johnnie Rob-
inson for the touchdown with
14:50 remaining in the game.
Dickey to Willie Walker. Exactly seven minutes later
PEP TALK WORKS Dickey capped an 83-yard
After a halftime pep talk, the march in 11 plays with a game.
Big Blue scored three tallies winning 12-yard aerial to Rob-
in 8:12 of the third stanza and inson that kept Tennessee State,
had a fourth one yard from on the undefeated list with 5-0
scoring when the frame ended, on the season and 8-0 over two
Forcing Southern into costly se„snns.
mistakes got the trio of touch- "Of course Dickey played a
downs on marches of 30 yards whale I 
0. a game, but I must
or less to get within range say that John R. Robinson's
of overhauling Southern before key .K third-down catch in the fi-
a nosy-hushed, standing room
nal scoring drive saved that
only home crowd,
ball game," Merritt confessed.
Dickey hit Walker to open the
second half scoring that capped Playing the game for line
a 23-yard m a r c h, then coach Howard Green, the Ti,
Gene Bowen, the team's lead- Tiers carried him from the field








Dean Lionel A. Arnold of Le-
By BILL LITTLE I Moyne college will deliver the
'honors convocation address at
TENN. WINS THRILLER
BATON ROUGE, La. — Ask'
Tennessee A & I State's John
Merritt if he believes in rein-
carnation after his Big Blues
got off the floor last Saturday
in Baton Rouge to stage a dra-
matic rally in the second half
to overtake Southern Universi-
ty, 40-36. and ,he'll probably tell
you in no certain terms, you
bet your boots I do.
When the final seconds tick-
ed off the Jaguars' campus lo-
cated stadium clock Coach
Merritt, usually the picture of
the stern taskmaster and quite
vocal on the sidelines, was
among the first to rush on the
field to congratulate his glom,
()us gladiators who had fought
back from a 36-7 halftime defi-
cit to remain undefeated and
keep their national ranking.
Merritt let out with a victory
yell as he patted one of his
stalwarts on the back, "boys
we won it," the robust mentor
gingerly exclaimed.
On the other side of the field
was grief stricken Southern
Coach Bob Smith, in his first
Year as the head field boss
having taking over this season
when Memphian Bob "Round-
head" Lee retired because of
failing health. The amicable
Lee, one of the most .success-
ful coaches in collegiate his-
tory, particularly because the
astute former LeMoyne product
fielded winning teams in foot- .
ball, basketball and baseball,
is currently recuperating from
a double dose of bad luck. Al-
though officially he is not con-
nected with athletics at South-
ern everyone knows his heart
Is there. Lee was trying to
give some young Jaguars the
benefit of his 30-years in sports
when he was injured, lie was
back pedaling while teaching
some of the fundamentals of
pass defense when he slipped
and fell, breaking both arms.
DICKEY LEADS ONSLAUGHT
Herald Eldridge Dickey had
completed only five passes in
15 attempts at the intermis
sion as the Southern 4-4-3 de
tense, led by all-American line
backer Pete Barnes who pick
ed off three of six interceptions
chalked up by the baffling de-
fense cooked up for the high
riding TSU Tigers. You can't
keep a good man down, and the
Houston sophomore is a very
fine football player. Dickey
fired four touchdown strikes
and sneaked across for another
to personally account for 32
points of the Tennessee aggre-
gate. He passed for a two point
conversion as he finished the
memorable afternoon with 14
Middleweight sensation Jimmy! . While the WBA formally rec-Ider scored twice for Lester, thecompletions. ea— hand, but as he did the •I victors from Tennessee.
Francisco had ognizes Terrell as the worldIfirst coming on an eight yardOn the first play of the fourth I Prep L,eague graduates play. fLester of San. man grabbed him and another heavyweight champion, thatIburst through the line in the











Thiel College, Greenville, Pa.,
this Thursday, Nov. 4, at 3 p.m.
Mr. Arnold will discuss
"'Faulkner's Visions of Man."
Conferral of honors and hon-
orary degrees will follow Mr.
Arnold's address.
Thiel also will dedicate a new
building, Orchard Hall.
A reception for honored
guests and parents in Orchard
Hall lounge will close the af-
ternoon of activity.
DEAN L. ARNOLD
FILMED FOR TELEVISION — A coach
FILFED FOR TELEVISION — A coach
and two outstanding members of the Ten-
nessee State University Tigers picked up
up some pointers from two St. Louis visi-
tors to the campus recently. From left are
Defensive Coach Joe Gilliam, quarterback
Eldridge Dickey, Dickey's favorite Target,
Johnnie Robinson, St. Louis American news-
paper publisher N. A. Sweets, and KSD-TV
program director Paul Grunther. A film on
the Big Blues will be shown in St. Louis
prior to the St. Louis-staged "Gateway
Classic" to be played in Busch Stadium on
Nov. 13. Photo by Clanton III)
TSU To Meet Lincoln
In 'Gateway Classic'
ST. LOUIS — A gay 90's for the two MWAA grid tough-
tune, "Meet Me in St. Louis" ies since the now defunct Mem-
captures the big weekend inter- phis-staged Bluff City Classic,
eat centered around the first which served as the opening LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI) 
technical one after Deskin took is the universally-approved
Gate Football Classic that pits season's game for State and — The World Boxing 
Associa- over as president. Under WBA WBA champion and that is why
undefeated Tennessee State Lincoln, closed nine years ago. 
lion recognizes the Cassius Clay- rules, Clay could not be recog- the WBA recognizes the Clay.
university against once-beaten H.E.L.P., Incorporated, spon- Floyd 
Patterson fight as a light- nized because he signed for a Patterson bout as a champion-
Lincoln university in Busch soring the classic as a charity 
weight title bout and the fight rematch for his first fight with ship bout," Deskin said. Deskin
Stadium Nov. 13 . fund drive, picked St. Louis' 
will definitely be helgi at Las Sonny Liston and that is taboo
This will be the first confer- action-packed weekend for the 
Vegas on Nov. 22. 'under WBA regulations. 
pointed out that Clay was rein-
ence game for Tennessee State, college football game. These points were made cleari 
"But the WBA, nevertheless,. 
stated at its meeting in Texas
the 1964 mid-western athletic I There is a Gate Classic pa- by WBA president James e. r e c o g n i z e s 
t h a t Clay earlier this month.
association champions. Coach made Saturday morning the Deskin, who was upset by stor- --
1964 coach of the year," who in the afternoon, the St. Louis WBA did not recognize the bout Manassas Gets ReadyJohn A. Merritt, "MWAA's football game .at Busch stadium ies out of 
Tcronto that said the "` •
has won the conference crown Hawks play the San Francisco as a title affair and that the
fight may be held out of Las F
Vegas.
"Those reports are absurd,"
Deskin said. "There will be ab- 
MANASSAS TUNES UP Ewen, who set up the score
when he intercepted a Manas-
solutely no chance that the fight Anxious to drop Melrose
two of his three years of coach-
ing in the loop would like to
annex the sectional trophy for
the third straight year.
Busch Stadium becomes the
first neutral meeting ground
Warriors Saturday night and
Sammy Davis, Jr., brings his
company of entertainers to Kiel
auditorium Sunday night for an





MONTGOMERY, A I a. —
(UPI) — Alabama Atty. Gen.
Richmond Flowers, dogged by
threats because of his relative-
which will allow fishermen from
either state to fish the Mississ-
ippi river without having to
purchase a non-resident license,
according to Fred W. Stan.
berry, director of the Tennessee
Game and Fish Commission.
The agreement, which will
become effective Jan. 1, 1966,
reads as follows "port fisher-
men duly licensed by the State
of Missouri may, without fur-
ther license fish with hook and
line, including personally at-
tended jugs or floats, on the
flowing portion of the Missis- fought game dominated by
sippi River, lying within the good defensive play on both
boundary of Tennessee; sides.
"And likewise sport fisher- The game's only score came
men duly licensed by the State with one minute and fifty-nine
seconds remaining in the first
quarter when Delaware State
full-back John Land scored on
flowing portion of the Miss's- a plunge from the two yard Air
sippi River, lying within the line. Land's attempt to run for
.boundary of Missouri, but in the conversion failed,
neither case may fishermen Delaware State 6-0-0-0
licensed in only one state fish Howard 0-0-0-0
Tem. License Good On Mo.
Side Of Mississippi River
The Tennessee Game and in the tributaries, bayous, or
Fish Commission and the Mis. backwaters 
of the Mississippi
River in the other state.
souri Conservation Commission' "Fishermen may not fish nor
have entered into an agreement attach any device or equipment
to land under jurisdiction of the
the state in which they are not Aik
licensed, Creel limits and met- MI
hods of the state licensing the
sport fisherman shall apply."
of Tennessee, may, without
further license, fish with hook
and line, including personally
attended jugs or floats, on the
WBA Gives Recognition
To Cassius Floyd Clash
Title Shot
counted for Lester's final TD
Lester Wins, took over last October, for the a 6-0 first period lead. Broomeerroneous Toronto reports. added the point with a kick
drive started near mid-field
midway the fourth quarter. The
"McKenzie definitely was not from placement. The touch.- with Alexander doing most ofthe Dothan-Lee Football game speaking for the WBA and has down heave by T.rigg, his the ball lugging, going overEarns Welter when a man yelled from be. no connection with the organix„. eighth of the campaign, cultin- from the six.
hind. "Hey there, Mr. Flow- 
(Ion any longer," Deskin said. nated a 65-yard march.
Johnny Johnson's griddersHe doesn't know what he is Lester was a threat all eve- knew that a win over Lesterera." talking about. All the conditions fling behind the sizeable gains would
give them a shot at the, Flowers turned and reached imposed by the WBA on the two picked up consistently by full- city title next Friday nightSAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)—To shake the man's outstretch- fights have been met." back Fred Alexander. Alexan- against Melrose.
quarter Tennessee had pulled, . earned a non-title shot at wel-eo prominent roles for both ' •
within three points of what - terweight king Emile Griffith
most of the approximately 18. squads. Billy Doss, Manassas, OK the basis of the biggest win-
000 homecoming throng had was a standout at defensive
considered an unsurmountable end for Southern. Brady Epps,
Southern bulge. However, the Carver, was suited out but has
battle cry was "let us show'em
been bothered by injuries.the Big Blues can comeback.",
and virtually everyone stood in Frank MeRa e. Manassas,
wild anticipation as the A & I claude Ilumphrey. Lester, Ed-
kicker boomed kick-off after die Bolden, Douglass, Charles
kick-off high and deep to Lee and Howard Finley. both
will be moved from here. Also, from its high perch as defend-
sas pass inside the Tigers 30-
yard stripe, booted the tying
the promoters of Clay and Pat- ing champions of the Prep point. The score remained
terson will fulfill all the com-
mitments so that the WBA il
League, Manassas nearing the deadlocked at 7-7 until early in
w 
recognize the bout as a cham close of a successful season, 
the third quarter when White
pionship one." clawed out a 29-13 victory last 
broke off right tackle, picked
Deskin aso discounted renortsl week over hustling Lester, 
up his blocking to get to the
that Clay and Patterson, along The Tigers were in a match 
outside, and raced 74 yards for
with Ernie Terrell and George from the outset as the victory 
the go ahead touchdown.
Chuyalo, will fail to post bonds, hungry Lions were primed for 
Broome kicked the point.
stating that the winners of the an upset that never came. 
Fumbles plagued both teams
Toronto and Las Vegas fights Manassas simply had too 
but hard luck Lester was in-
will meet in a title bout. ;much offensive punch in the 
side the 20 on two occasions
"All four fighters have a way'running of George White and 
only to have the pigskin jarred
to post a $25,000 bond," Deskin,Melvin Barnes and the passing 
aloose by Manassas tacklers.
ly moderate racial stand, was insisted. "We expect no trouble'of Wilbert Trigg. Trigg didn't 
Manassas recovered one of the
Lester bobbles on the Lions'on that score." have one of his better nights,attacked by two men at a high however, it was the Tigers'
. 11 and drove for the clinching gOne report said that if any touchdown. White rambled inschool football game and suf- of the four fighters fail to post quarterback who hit Curtis
'Broome with a 35-yard pass atfered a blow that cut his lip a bond, the fight will be taken 
from 17-yards out. Alexander,
almost single-handedly a c -
and loosened teeth. out of I.as Vegas. Deskin 'the goal line to give Manassas
An aide, George Linn, said
Flowers was preparing to leave
man stepped up and slugged
him.
The two attackers fled in the
Lester stunned a big crowd 
crowd with Flowers' brother,
of 5,500 at Kezar Pavillion when 
Dr. Paul Flowers, yelling for
he scored a dramatic second bystanders to halt them. Sev-
round knockout over Cuban ex- eral tried but failed.
lie Fiorentino Fernandez in a Flowers nearly lost consei-
scheduled 10-rounder, ousness as the blow sent him
reeling backii ard, but he man-Lester came out fighting 
at 
aged to remain on his feet.the opening bell and scored re- He was examined by a doe.keep the Jaguars hemmed in former B.T.W. stars, were peatedly with rights and lefts tor but permitted to go home,roost of the second half, sprinkled over the offensive to the head before he dropped wh„e h„pent „ „ncomforta-MEMPHIANS PLAY and defensive units Humphrey,
KEY ROLES a I I - American candidate at
The clinching touchdown was tackle, sometimes goes both
perhaps the most bitter Dill for ways for the Tigers. Finley,
the Jaguars to swallow. John , who was displaced by Dickey
Robinson, who was on the re- 'at quarterback and that is bout he would be willing toceiving end of two TD aerials, nothing to hold your head low meet Lester if he could upsetcaught the winning marker in about, made a key third period
the end zone after the pass interception that set up TSU 's
had been deflected by South. third TD in the second half.
em's Ken Savage. This score The 6-3 junior took the stolen
and Harold McNeese's true
.conversion boot gave State the
!lead for the first time, 40-36.
Tim was still left, 7:40, hut for
all practical purposes the Ja-
guars had lost everything but
the respect of the talent rich lroster.
pass 20-yards to the Southern
three. Two plays later Dickey
took it over.
Freshman Leroy Motton, who
led Melrose to the city title last
year, is listed on the Big Blues'
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you are clean and tired of high rates
If you have lost your license
If you are about to loose your license
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
If you have under age 25 problems
If you need free help, advice, quick




988 Miss Blvd. Memphis, Tenn.,
of his short career.
Fernandez. The Cuban had
been mentioned for a possible
title shot at the middleweight
Rico if hecrown in
could win.
Puerto
Fernandez with a right cross hie night because of pain. pri•for a six count. Fernandez, madly a severe headache.161,,, managed to last out the 
round. 
Linn said Flowers preferred
to drop the matter and had
Griffith had said before the filed no complaint with police.
Flowers has been highly cri-
tical of Gov. George C. Wal-
lace's racial policies, not get support in his own
He also has been investigat- hometown
ing the Ku Klux Klan and re- Terrell was almost a one-
cently released a preliminary handed fighter Monday night
report on his findings, when he used his elongated
reach and a punishing left jab
to keep Chuvalo off balance
and at long range in a 15.
round decision in the first de-
fense of his WBA heavyweight
crown.
But Chuvalo was unconvinc-
ed and wouldn't admit the
press to his dressing room to
voice his protests. Instead he
shouted obscenities and charges
of unfair treatment through the
door, and finally the newsmen
were evicted from the corridor, "I don't know why he com-outside the room. plained," Terrell s a i d. "He
Mery McKenzie, chairman of was stepping on my feet and
he Toronto Athletics Commis- butting the whole fight."
sion, showed the official score- It was Terrell's 14th straightcards to Chuvalo's manager, and th
Irving Ungerman, and said 
 fights,in while 38th ochuvaf his 2 
Chuvalo took 
pro 
they were correct and official. 10th loss in 45 pro bouts."That didn't really satisfy He kept his record of neverhim," McKenzie s a i d, "but being knocked off his feet — ashere was no error on the cards




Bread and butter man 'Ricky
Tate scored twice in the sec-
ond quarter and Barry Harris
Unanimous Vote 






Fall in for the Social Set, stir
Mr. Thomas Craig for your
After Six Formals, rentals or
buying. Wool blend or 100%
wool or mohair in the latest
continental styli. Now is the
time to set up your Christmas
wardrobe. Get ready for party-
ing and get right for your
Christmas wardrobe. Also see
me for your tailored suits and
slack suits. We lest received





LANSKY BROS. MEN'S SHOP
Corner Boole & Second Streets PIL 525-5401
out a narrow 14-13 win over
Washington to retain possession
of the Friendship Jug. Melrose
• 
I will face tough Howard of




Howard last year, however, theBy ED SAINSBURY The partisan crowd of 12,566, Tigers figure to be tough unde-
TORONTO, Ont. — (UPI) — which paid $125,561.50 to see feated also and is the only Ne.
the bout came to its feed and gro school to be listed in theThe only challenger to Ernie
Terrell's unanimous victory to
retain World Boxing Associa-
tion recognition as heavyweight
champion was the vanquished
George Chuvalo, and he could
or Melrose Game
Referee Sam Luftspring scor-
ed the bout 72-65 for Terrell,
judge Billy Burke had it 6944
or Terrell, a o d judge Fred
Nobert 73-65 for Terrell. The
UPI card was 71-67 for the win-
ner.
cheered wildly every time Chu-
vain made a flurry in the ring,
while spurning to applaud Ter-
rell's best efforts. But they did on Charles Willis' 13-yardno boo the decision,
touchdown pass to end RudyTerrell landed many solid Whaley. Willis skirted right endpunches, almost all with that from the eight in the thirdspearing left hand, and he hard- quarter but Melrose defendersly threw his right hand once a avoided a tie by knocking downround. But he bloodied Chu-
valo's nose in the second round
and kept it bleeding intermit-
tently thereafter.
Chuvalo couldn't hurt Terrell
during the match, although the
champion was cut near the left
weekly wire service polls which
rate the top teams in the state.
Washington drew first blood
a pass on the conversion. Tate
scored in two carries from 60-
yards away, the payoff coming
on a 37-yard scamper immedi-
ately following the Warriors
first score. Melrose held for
downs on the Washington 40eye late in the bout — and and drove in moments latercharged it was inflicted by on--,with Tate going four yardsintentional butt.
'across the goal line.The best round of the bout I A safety and a TD pass fromwas the eighth when Chuvaloi
1Charles Ballard to Jamesstopped lighting and complain-
Thaxton, all coming in the firsted to Luftspring that Terrell
half, was enough scoring tohad thumbed his eye while com- 
give ing out of a clinch. Carver a 90 homecoming
shot at the winner of the Cas-
sius Clay-Floyd Patterson fight
scheduled Nov. 22, under the
W B A conditions under which
Clay was reinstated from sus. scored touchdowns to lead Mit.pension to clear up the heavy-lehell Road to a 12-0 win inweight title picture.  ftParis, Tenn over Central High.
Delaware State
Tips Howard, 6-0
DOVER, Del. — Delaware
State College remained unde-
feated by defeating Howard
University 6-0 in a close hard-
win over Hamilton. Odell Tho-
mas, kicking extra points only
In his third game, came
through with two vital ones as
Douglas edged Father Bertrand
14-13, Earlie Nichols and Pres-
ton Garrett scored for Doug.
lass on short line plunges. Ber-
trand tallied on a 43 yard pass
play, Clarance Jones to Derek




punt in the end zone
The victory gave Terrell a lt give Bertrand the lead he.
fore Garrett came hack to
score to set-up Thomas' win-
ning boot.


















































































'(the (RIGHT) — For the
e not Ai a
met- VI 25th year, Halloween
g the pranksters in Hallan-
dale, Fla. have left an
outhouse on the post
office steps. Ptl. Louis
Grande, shown check-
n g interior reading
material, said the out-
house — "t h e best
ever" — apparently
was built for the oc-
casion because of a
privy shortage. This
year the culprits did
their deed at 7:40
• P.M., Halloween even-
ing. Last year they
0-0-0 kept police waiting
until 5 A.M. They've
never been caught in












































































































'Willie Mays' Ex-Wife Cleared
Special To The DAILY DEFENDER
PASADENA, Calif. — Charges
have been dropped against
Willie Mays' former wife, Mar-
guerite Mays, in the theft of
$4,400 in diamond rings h ere
last August.
The charges were dismissed
in Municipal Court when wit-
nesses -ailed to make positive
Identification at the trial.
Mrs. Mays was defended by
Mrs. Martha Louis, the former
wife of Joe Louis, who became
her attorney shortly after the
charges were filed on Aug. 25.
Witnesses h a d previously
identified Mrs. Mays through
photogr, phs, but were unable to
verit, the identifications in
court.
Mrs. Mays said she was in
ANew York City at the time of
Vote crime.
Friends h a d described Mrs.
Mays as blazing angry at the ac-
cusations. She now faces simi-
lar charges in Reno, Nev.
Mrs. Mays had remained in
seclusion in New York and
planned to fight any attempt to
have her extradited to the West
Coast to face prosecution is
the thefts.
Divorced from Mays in 1962.
Mrs. Mays, 35, receives $15,000
0;
annually f rom Mays. Friends
accordingly saw no reason the
well-to-do Mrs. Mays would
vant to steal, as she could af-
ford to buy any jewelry she
chooses.
Mrs. Mays' associates des-
cribed her as the victim of
slander throughout the coun-
try.
T h e attractive divorcee's
run-in with the law capped a
life of trouble and marital dis-
cord — not to mention the time
in 1962 when she, herself was
the victim of a robbery.
Marguerite Wendelle broke
into the news in January, 1956,
when it was announced that she
would m a r r y rising baseball
star Willie Mays.
It was said that Mays gave
his wife a ring that weighed
several carats.
Mrs. Mays had been married
twice before.
Her first marriage to Ink
Spots star Bill Kenny, which
began in .1946, broke up in 1950.
Two years later she was mar-
lied again to Dr. 0. Capman,'
a prominent Detroit physician.
This marriage lasted less than
8 year.
Mays' bride, a native of St.
Louis, said it was "love at
first sight" when she met the
New Subscription Order
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" Zone No •••—•
 Stole 
movement. When it broke up,
the leaders of the civil rights
march turned his demonstra-
tors around.
The civil rights leader, Willie






















Big Selection in Stock
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New York Giants star. The cou-
ple was quietly married in Elk-
ton, Md. in 1956.
Mays was so excited about
getting married that he reach-
ed the wedding only after pay.
ing a $15 fine for speeding.
The couple was pictured in
newspapers of that period as a
loving, happy pair.
In 1957, they faced the on-
slaught of housing discrimina-
tion in San Francisco, after the
Giants moved there. At first,
they were denied the house he
wanted to buy, when the seller
returned his do w n payment,
but community pressure finally
persuaded the owner to sell it
after all.
The relations between lb e
pair began to strain.
In January, 1961, Mays pack-
ed most of his wardrobe into
his car and left the swank 15-
room $75,000 house Jim Crow
tried — but failed — to deny
them.
Mrs. Mays conceded there
had been "frictions" between
them, but declined further ex-
planation of their marital woes.
Not until the following .ktly
did she file suit for separate
maintenance, charging M a y s
with ''extreme cruelty."
Mays acted in an indirerent,
hostile and arrogant manner,
she said. He ignored h e r at
home and spent most of his
evenings away, she explained.
Mrs. Mays asked $3,500 a
month support for herself and
their two and a half year old
son.
On Jan. 18, 1962, Mrs. Mayai
tiled for divorce in Juires,I
Mexico, charging incompatibil-I
ity.
Mays contended that his wit&
spent too much money on herl
personal items.
The next month, Mays wasi
ordered to show cause why hel
should not be held in contempt;
of court for failure to pay Mrs.
Mays' attygleg prher sep-
arate marignte.sg,it','
Mrs. Slays' attorney charged
that Mays had yet to make a
move to pay $3,500 on account.
Trouble was still not over for
Mrs. Mays.
In May of 1962, three thugs
Invaded her New York h o me
and stole more than 57,000 in
cash, jewels and clothing.
Mrs. Mays was asleep with
her daughter and her aunt
when the men awakened them
and herded them together.
The women were not injur-
ed.
Marches Create Division
In Ga. Civil Rights Ranks
(By United Press International) Bolden, said the opposition from
Negro met Negro, eyeball to
eyeball on a dusty road at Lin-
colnton, Ga., in one of the
strangest confrontations of the
civil rights movement.
his own race "shakes me right
down to the bottom of myself."
But Bolden, one of Dr. Martin
Luther King's lieutenants, said
his group would be bah.
The meeting stopped a march The anti-demonstration Me-
lo the courthouse and gave rise groes, numbering about 50, said
to an impromptu debate on the they were angry because racial,
basic merits of civil rights.unrest at the tiny town had
kept their children out of
school.
A spokesman for the group,
Sylvester Glaze, told Bolden:
"You can't change anything.
How do you expect these chil-
dren to get an education when
you keep marching every day."
Bolden told the men, "Just
go home and look at your wives
and your children and the food'
on the table. I know deep down
Inside you feel the way we do."
Glaze insisted that after the
civil rights leaders }save "we
will be left alone to catch the
devil. We're satisfied with
things the way they are. We
just don't want no more march-
ing.''
In other civil rights activity
the Ku Klux Klan Imperial
Wizard Robert Shelton said the
United Mans of Ameriea hoped
to control, elections in .19 'states
by 1987. Shelton spoke at a
rally in a corn field thatidrew
about 1,000 persons in 40 degree
weather.
Elsewhere:
BRUNSWICK, Ga. — A three
judge federal panel accepted
Georgia's plan to solve .Talia-
ferro County's school segrega-
tion problems that would allow
Negroes to transfer out of the
county as white studehts had
been doing.
ATLANTA — Dr. M a rt I n
Liither King, Jr. said that
Selma, Ala., will become a
staging area for a new drive to
highlight demands for federal
Intervention In racial trials. He
held a strategy meeting there.
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is
Things Easy For Mothers Who
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Golfing With Lil
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
'That resounding laugh and that sunshine smile of Dr. and
Mrs. F. W. Cook will be missing from Fuller Golf course as
of Nov. 1.
Our good golf-playing doctor and Mrs. Cook, along with
the two daughters, Brenda and Tamara, will be leaving Caruth- '
ersville, Mo., for their new home in St. Louis. There Dr. Cook
will take over as medical 'director and medical specialist of
disability ratings for veterans.
Members of the Robert Wright Associates and about 50 of
the Cook's friends gathered last Friday night at the Fuller
Golf clubhouse to bid him a happy good bye and to get the
new address to visit him again for golf dates and for barbecue.
Among the out-of-towners who came to say goodbye were
Dr. Claude Montgomery and Fulton Ford of Clarksdale, Miss.;
Mrs. Thelma Moore, Covington, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Crumpler, Jonesboro, Ark., and Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Leverett of Bytheville, Ark.
Folk who came from where Dr. Cook has practiced medi-
cine for 17 years were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bizell, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Shelby and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brackens.
Memphians enjoying the party were Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Daugherty, Mr. and Mrs. Lon-
nie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Grant, Bridges Pyles, R. J. and
David key, Louise Walker, Cathleen Johnson, Troy King,
Samuel Crossley, Newt Thomas, Cecil Goodloe, Doris Clift, De-






DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
Floor Models Reduced
Si 0000
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL I Open Nifes 9 I 4556 SUMMER
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TIES THAT BIND . . . Following his formal inauguration
last week, Student Council President Levi Watkins, Jr.
(in top hat), is greeted by "top brass" of the campus.
Giving him a big hand, from left, are Dr. W. S. Davis,
president of Tennessee State university; Miss Dorothy Gran-
berry, vice president of the Student Council; and "Miss
Tennessee State," Noma Pryor. The student council presi-
dent's inauguration is a formal activity at the University.
Mr. Watkins is the son of President and Mrs. Levi
Watkins, Sr., of Alabama State College at Montgomery. A
senior biology major, he Was one of 20 students in the
country chosen by the University of California at Los
Angeles to study at UCLA Medical Center's Drain Institute
last summer. (JOE ZINN PHOTO)
Community Advisory Group




CLEVELAND - (UPI) -
Racial issues have raised the
possibility that Cleveland could
become the first major Ameri-
can city with a Negro mayor.
The Democrat incumbent in
Light assembly work to do at
Tuesday's election is Ralph P, home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Corn.
Locher, who ran unopposed two mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
I years ago. He faces three chat.
lengers - one Republican and
MORGANFIELD, Ky.- The rnong the national officials two independents, with each ex-
, newly - established Evansville present was James Madison,'pected to
'Job Corps Advisory Council Job Corps deputy director of the vote
Paid its first visit to Breckin-
Sorority To Observe Anniversary
Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc. will observe their
Fourty-third Anniversary Found-
ers' Day Program Sunday, No-
vember 14, 5 P.M. at St. John
Baptist Church, 640 Vance Ave.
The Founders' Day speaker
will be Mrs. Catherine L. Stew-
art, Central Region Board Mem-
ber and Campus Co-ordinator of
The members of Omicron, the Central Region, East St. Nettye Rupert, 
Anti-Basileus:
Lous, Illinois.
Mrs. Stewart is with the East
St. Louis Public School System
and serves as Basileus of Alpha
Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Gam-
ma Rho Sorority Inc., East St.
Louis.
The public is invited.
Mrs. Ethel D. Watkins, Basi-
leus of Omicron Sigma; Miss
Mrs. Elizabeth Plaxico, Gram-
mateus; Mrs. Lillian LogginS,
Anti-Grammateus; Mrs. Marie
L. Adams, Tamiochus; Mrs.
Charlie P. Roland, Campus Co-
ordinator; Mrs. Minnie V. Ech-
ols, Parliamentarian, and
Bernice R. Cole, Epistoleus sPir
Program Chairman.
Classified AdS • •
Help Wanted Business Services I
MAKE MONEY AT HOME
Cash paid for information leading to





readers and floormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. Wiite, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.







wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
PUT lIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIA, 275-9576
ridge Job Corps Center and
made a tour of the facilities.
Headed by Rev. Francis Frei-
lick of the Evansville Council
of Churches, who is temporary
chairman of the council, the
group met with Breckinridge
directors and inspected dormi-
tories to learn how the stip
dents live. They also conferred
with national Job Corps °IR.
cials who were visiting the
center, and with leaders of the
student government.
Host for the visit was Miller
Newton, Breckinridge coordina-
tor of community relations. A-
community relations.
Besides Rev. Frellick, the
council members included Ei-
leen Glass, American Red
Cross; James W. Graham, di-
rector of athletics of the Evans-
ville School Corp.; Mr. E. J.
Hacker, first vice-president of
the NAACP; William A. Jones,
director of the Indiana State
University campus at Evans-
ville; Clifton Kraft, director of
men's counseling, Evansville
College; Mrs. Alfred Porter,
Carver community organization,
and Mrs. Janet R. Walker, !lu-
men Relations Commission.
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET ;
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH
740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
REPOS. NO MONEY DOWNASSUME BALANCE
BALANCE NOTES
1964 Nova 1/95 61'6
1960 Chevrolet 795 4333
1959 Chevrolet 59862 2592
1962 Rambler 49183 15°'
1959 Plymouth 44581 3116
1960 Chevrolet 798" 38-
1955 Chev. Imp Coupe 109346 4639
1959 Chevrolet 59683. 382'
1959 Buick H-Top 8936' 4453
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN1 
WAITING TO SERVEy0 U I I
a iiii
CALL OR COME BY TODAY i

































Guaranteed income, educated. refined.
25 to 60. Experienced in teaching.
Club, church or community work. Not
employed, unencumbered, the type that
does not usually answer advertise-
ments but desires interesting, full-time
position rendering services of natural
Importance and being well paid for
same.





WANT TO BUY - OLD SIGNS,
porter', used before 1940 advertialal
cigarettes, medicines, soft drinks, etc..
anything from old stores Including
Baur.. What do you have in your
back storeroom? Call MU 3-4684.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
crackerjack salesman to reach the
Negro matket - Dial our want ad
department.
626-8397
Our readers are waiting to buy your
products - Let Tri-State Defender
deliver your advertising message -
We reach • Mies market
BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS
10r per cent human iair. Ma-
chine made, $40. Hand made,
$90. Delivery in three weeks.
Hudson Baibee Import-Export.
5108 Horn Lake Rd.. 398-1068
CHRISTMAS IS
GIVING TIME
Avon Cosmetics appeal to every mem-
ber of the family. Show these QUAL-
ITY PRODUCTS and cash in on this






Bibles sheet music, histories. English.
fiction, and all kinds of new and
used books.
RUMMAGE SALE, BETH SHOLOM
Synagogue, 4112 S. Mendenhall Rd.
Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday.
Sept. 22, 23. 24. Open 10 A.M. to 6
P.M. Clothing, materials, draperies,
housewares. furniture and toys.
Finest Quality. Name Brand, Euro-
pean Wigs. NO MONEY DOWN small
monthly payment.
BOUMAN WIG GALLERY 527-9511
Shelbourne Bldg. 141 N. Manassas
Bathtub for sale. Call-
275-3972
16 CHURCH PEWS. 8 FL LONG.
$10 per yew. 397-1201
SMALL UPRIGHT PIANO







CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EABARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
3 salesmen wanted at L & L Sales 0.Z. EVERS
Company 306 South Main Street
5100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le- FOR FREE ESTIMATES
coy Tatum at 525-3795.
No competition. To service and set tin
new accounts in exclusive territory.
Investment secured by fast moving in-
ventory of amazing plastic coating
used on all types of surfaces. interior
or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor, Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete eurfaces.
Minimum Investment - 5500
Maximum Investment - 512,000
For details write or call:
Phone: 314 AX 1-1500
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.




Needs: All-around, non-union printer
immediately; experienced advertising,
circulation and editorial people; photog-
rapher: willing to work and cooperate
for progress. Attractive eateries, draws,
commiasions, fringe benefits, etc. Send
complete renume and reference, to:
Publisher. The Photo News, P. 0.
Box 1583, West Palm Beach, Florida
33402.
Maids, Guaranteed Good New York
LIve-In Jobs. 535 • $55 weekly fare
advanced. Harold Employment Agency.
Dept. 658. Lynbrook, New York.
APTS. FOR RENT
2 LARGE 3-ROOM & BATH APTS
for rent. 1029 and 1031 Ethelyn.
Phone 324-7890
Autos For Sale
1959 Edsel Six cylinder engine. 25.000
miles. New Carburetor. Brake Linings.
Excellent Condition. Automatic Trans-
mission. 5475. 683-1605 Between 8
a.m. & 3 p.m.
1959 Ford Convertible. Red. White &
Black. Real Sharp Car. Only $695





1959 Buick Four Door, only 5695
$40 Down, 30 months on Balance.




Chevrolet Convertible 59 through 61
Close out sale, blip at .r coed, small






was no kind to me during my brief
confinement In the hospital. May God
Mese all of you.
Mrs. Jamie Mae Wilkes
For Sale Misc.
One citiphone C B Radio, 23 Channel,
New, Mobile Antenna and Base An-
terns. Everything needed for Mobile
and Base Operation 5200. 683-1605.





Bibles, Sheet Music. Histories, Eng-




Lovely Fieldstone, nr. Pine Hill School.
$375 down incl. an. Notes $65. No
qualifying. Neva Bostick. 357-5621,
manta mary Myers Realty, 357-0361
HOMES FOR SALE
TAnrotear Ill,. ebopplas
centers, or-Mole, turlises. aearly en-
joyed.
1751 PRESTON ST.
350.00 down. notes •pprmt. 65.00 per
month. 2 bedroom, with nice yard.
Vacant. Immediate posneselon Ruby
Beard - 396-1685. Lucille Sere Realty
274-5809
G.I. Bill Special. or can be nought on
convent lei. (*leen 2 bedroom brick.
Leaving tote 01 extras with house.
929 Decatour St. near all North Mem-
phis plants. carlinee & school nearing.
Ruby Beard - 396-1655. Lucille Sere
Realty. 274-5809
Equity Sete
Need painting - 350 041 down & pick
Ms notes - 65.00 per month -- 3
bedrooms.
HURT ittAnn - 396-1565
Lodi 1ss Seam /11441RIA
_PH. FA 7-6033
BARBEE LAKE - eish all day
$ 50; horseback riding Se hr. $1;
horseback riding in the ring for
children $.10; miniature golf, 18
L'Ie- 8.25; picnic grounds with
record niusic for schools,
churches, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
a des- of recreation. 5108 Horn
Lake Rd., 398-)068 Hudson &
Hilda Barbee, Managers.
Maybeiry Book Shop, 359 Beale.
Histories, English, and Fiction
25 cents and 50 cents
INTERIOR DECORATING di
exterior designing, remodel-
ing, all types of construction
work. Sink tops, rubber and
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
cabinets custom made at very
low prices. We build additions,
rooms, paneling, roofing, con-
crete and brick work. No jobs
too large or small. Free esti-
mates. Memphis Construction
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-6568.
Wigs 100s7,7Human Oriaital Hair
Handmade, 'Value at $180, nor price
590. Machine made, value at $90. Low
as $45. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
Wanted. Hudson Barbee Import & Ex-
port. 5108 Horn Lake Rd., Memphis,
Tenn. Ph. 398-1068. 
HOME FOR SALE
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
820 E. MALLORY'- Lovely 6 Room
Brick. 25 Ft. Living-Dining Rm., New
Roof & Water Heater. Enclosed Car-
port. Drapes, Stove. Automatic Wash-
er, 2 Air Conditioners,
605 FRANK CIR.-7 ROOAI BRICK.
Living Rm., 18 it, Dining Room,
Kitchen, Sep. Breakfast Room, 3 Red-
roorne, 2 Bathe. Carport, Aq Bk.
School, Pecan & Frutt Trees,
731 E. Davant - NICE 7 RM. HOME
with 2 bathe. LR. DR, Nit.. 2 BR.
bath. Also hais apartment of 2 rooms
& bath with aeperate entrance. A good
Buy. Only $10,500.00
2102 LARAMIE - 6 ROOM PIEL17
STONE. Plastered, %vit.., carpeting, Ve-
netian Blinds. Air conditioner includ-
ed. Owner will pay $275.00 of clos-
ing cost. Or buy reasonable equity
and assume 44 G. I. Loan.
F. L. SNELLINGS 386-3735
LUCILLE SERE REALTY COMPANY
1247 N. Evergreen 274-5809
Mem. American Real Estate Assn.
OPEN SUNDAY
2:30 TO 5:30




BRICK HOME ONLY 8 YEARS OLD.
LARGE LIVING ROOM, DINING
ROOM, LARGE EAT-IN KITCHEN,
NATURAL WOOD CABINETS, 3
BEDROOMS, 2 WITH LARGE
WALK-IN CLOSETS. 1 1,a BATHS,
ATTIC FAN, 2 AIR CONDS., COM-
PLETELY REDECORATED. SEE
THIS IF YOU APPRECIATE AND
WANT A LOVELY HOME.
695 FRANK CL.
LOVELY BRICK
ING ROO M. KITCHEN, 
*LARGE LIVING R00911, 18 VT.
BREAKFAST ROOM. 3 BEDROOMS. 2
CER. TILE BATHS. CARPORT, CY-




BRICK, 25 FT. LIVIING-DINING
ROOM COMB., KITCHEN INCLUDES
STOVE & Al'TO. WASHER, BUILT-




LARGE LIVING ROOM. EXTRA
LARGE EAT-IN KITCHEN WITH
BUILT - IN OVEN, ELECTRIC
STOVE. VENTAHOOD 2 LARGE
BEDROOMS, LG. CLOSETS 26 FT.
PANELED DEN, BUILT-IN CAR-
PORT WITH LARGE STORAGE
ROOM. PAINTED REDWOOD SID-




2 BATHS. LOVELY YARD dr FLOW-
ERS LR.. DR., KIT., 2 BR & BATH.
ALSO 2 ROOM & BATH APART-









Member Amer. Real Estate Assn.'
BEAUTIFUL
2 ACRE LOT
LOCATED ON HWY. 64. 3 MILES
FROM LAKELAND. $1.500.00 CASH






1247 N. Evergreen 274-5809
Member Amer. Real Estate Assn.
From floe Hannah Troy collection, a
while too-plece cocktail onremble fea-
turing the cape cost Is shown In
Ebony Fashion tale. The A-lies' dre,.
in eithIly enhanced with a Jeweled
broach.
The accent It on youth for I:hip
Fa•hion lair 1965 with C bristles
or's ratoel and Moe wool plaid two-
piece .uit with the new pleated front
fullnes• to the skirt. The matching
fedora hat oas made and designed in
FIRST PRINTING
P 0 E M Written While MK Lay In State.
Suitable For Framing.
Send $1 P.O. Box 2205, Memphis
NLOANNA. LOAN" FFICE'
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 IL 171I BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
At 162-164-166 BEALE ST. Tit 47,4
:MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14,50
Buy U.S. Bonds
•
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